BORZOI CLUB OF AMERICA
2011 NATIONAL SPECIALTY

April 5-9, 2011
Lawrence, Kansas

JUDGES
All Regular & Non-Regular Classes: Ms. Amy Sorbie
Sweepstakes: Ms. Lorrie Scott
Futurity: Ms. Robin Casey
Obedience: Mr. Rick L. Garvin
Junior Showmanship: Ms. Nancy Sedlacek

Best of Breed
CH. KATZ FASHION FINESSA AT KONZA
Breeders: Kitty G. and James Sawyer. By Ch. Katz Devoted to a Dream – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare, JC.
Owner: Kay Cassella (Bitch)
Best of Opposite Sex

CH. AVALYN’S MAGNUM FORCE

Breeders: Lynne and Mike Bennett. By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve.
Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbaranne Benjamin (Dog)

Best of Winners

TÉINE-KATZ SUN GLACIER, JC

Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – DC Annwn Edessa, SC.
Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer
Grand Champion Select Dog

GCH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA

Owners: Robin K. and Charles P. Riel and Stuart McGraw (Dog)

Grand Champion Select Bitch

CH. SYLVAN VITRINA FINIAN’S RAINBOW, SC

Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale and Valori Trantanella. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Vitrina Zoetrope, CD, SC.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale (Bitch)
Best Veteran

CH. AURORAL’S ACROSS TIME SIRIUS
Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesma’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach for the Stars.
Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele (Dog)

Best Bred By Exhibitor

AURORAL’S ARTEMUS
Breeders: Jon and Jennifer Steele. By Ch. Auroral’s Ajax – Ch. Auroral Rising Star Iroquois.
Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele (Dog)
Award of Merit

CH. ZOOROPA LAUREATE ADRIENNE PICTURE THIS

Breeders: Patty Hull and Monica Barry. By Ch. Adrienne Zooropa High Performance – Ch. Laureate Ad’r’n Taking Flight, JC.
Owners: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam (Bitch)

Award of Merit

CH. KATZ GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY, JC.

Owner: Rebecca Neal (Bitch)
Award of Merit

GCH. RAYNBO'S BUTTERSCOTCH PERFECTION
Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker. By Ch. Majenkir Crossfire – Ch. Raynbo’s Lalique.
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker (Bitch)

Award of Merit

CH. JUBILEE-KATUSHKA EBEL
Breeders: Joyce Law and Cynthia Gredys. By Ch. Jubilee Breath of Life, CD, CGC – Ch. Katushka-Kyrov’s Splash, CGC.
Owner: Cynthia Gredys (Bitch)
Annecy of Vetro

Breeder: Mary Childs
By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC – DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Kaa, SC.
Owners: E. Ahryn Rowlette and Mary Childs
Award of Merit

CH. AURORAL’S SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN

Breeders: Jon T. and Jennifer Steele. By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Sirius – Auroral’s Aleyska.
Owners: Pat Hardy and Jon and Jenni Steele (Dog)

Award of Merit

GCH. RAYNBO’S RUN FOR THE ROSES

Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker (Dog) (Agent: Jack Secrest)
Award of Merit

CH. SOYARA’S THE FLYING DUTCHMAN

Breeders: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Soyara’s Faith Tis Herself Esar.
Owners: Prudence and Greg Hlatky (Dog)

Award of Merit

CH. BLACKMOOR RALPH LAUREN

Breeders: Karen Wilkin, Christina Harat and Janice McGivney. By Ch. Blackmoor Kallisto, JC – Ch. Tzirina Botanical Garden, SC.
Owners: Karen Wilkin and Christina Hart (Dog)
Winners Bitch

**SVOAR SONOMA’S NIGHT OF THE SWALLOW**

Breeders: Shirley McFadden and Loretta Binder-Wheeler. By Ch. Aashtoria Irishbrook Revel - Ch. Svora’s Scandalous, SC.

Owner: Shirley McFadden

Reserve Winners Bitch

**BELISARIUS JP STARSHIP**


Owner: Yuko Sakamoto (Agent: Mai Ozeki)
Reserve Winners Dog

**RADOST MR. BOJANGLES DANCE**

Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinobi Stardance Radost, JC.
Owner: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer

Best Puppy

**HORSE AND HOUND PAIMPONT**

Owner: Pamela Buffington
Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 1st
BON AMI PICTURE PERFECT
Owners: Dale Parks and Kasey A. Nelson

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 2nd
JUBILEE KATUSHKA WALLSTREET TYCOON
Breeder: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law.
By Ch. Katushka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 3rd
KINOBI-NORJON’S KEEN ICE
Breeder: Norma Reid and Rebecca Peters-Campbell.
By Ch. Téine Lord of the Isles, SC – Kinobi’s Blue Angel, CD, RE.
Owners: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Melissa Pearce

Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 4th
ARUZIA BRIGHT MOON OVER TAHOE
Breeder: John and Lorrie Scott.
By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC – Ch. Borscana Coyote Latrans, JC.
Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley

DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES

ARUZIA MOONSTONE OF RIVERVUE. Breeders: John and Lorrie Scott. By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC – Ch. Borscana Coyote Latrans, JC. Owner: Virginia E. Jones


Splash & Pat Hardy
Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 1st

HORSE AND HOUND TIP YOUR HAT
Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Horse and Hound Ballymaloo – Horse and Hound Tipperary.
Owner: Pamela Buffington

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 2nd

HORSE AND HOUND TIP YOUR HAND
Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Horse and Hound Ballymaloo – Horse and Hound Tipperary.
Owner: Elizabeth Bucholz

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 3rd

HORSE AND HOUND ST. MALO AT JADAWN

Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 4th

SYLVAN TIGARO

DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


BORZOWSKI’S MAGICAL MIRAGE. Breeder: Annica Nilsson. By Rothesby Sholwood Mystic – Borzowski’s Hillary Hope. Owner: Christine Ratke


Dogs, 12 months and under 18 months - 1st
RADOST MR. BOJANGLES DANCE
Breeder: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. 
By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinobi Stardance Radost, JC. 
Owner: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 months - 2nd
ISLEHAVEN CAMANO
Breeder Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman. 
By Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC – Ch. Coburn Seabreeze at Islehaven. 
Owner: Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 months - 3rd
ELANCE BLACK SWAN
Breeder: Cherie Hunchak. 
By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Veter – Elance Mystic Cequilla. 
Owners: Cherie Hunchak and Anne Quinn

Dogs, 12 months and under 18 months - 4th
PO DUSHAM SYLVAN SCRIMSHAW
Breeder: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese. 
By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Po Dusham Casablanca, SC. 
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES

AVALYN DRAGANHEART. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli. By GCh. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. 
Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli

RADOST DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY. Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinobi Stardance Radost, JC. Owner: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer

KAITZ BLACKMOOR ICON AT KONZA. Breeder: Kitty G. Sawyer. 
By Ch. Blackmoor Ralph Lauren – Ch. Katz Night N Paisley. Owners: Kay Cassella, Karen Wilkin and Christina Hart


DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES CONT’D

SYLVAN HUE AND CRY. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
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Dogs, Novice - 1st
BELISARIUS JP RISING SUN.
Breeder: Kyoko Ozeki.
Owner: Kimiko Ishii (Agent: Mai Ozeki)

Dogs, Novice - 2nd
K-C WINDSHEERMANDOLIN’S POP MUZIK
Breeder: Kasey A. Nelson, Leah L. Thorp, Lynne M. Gillespie and Pat Hardy.
By Mandolin-Mielikki Aloha – Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC.
Owners: Robin Schemel and Pat Hardy (Agent: Kasey A. Nelson)

Dogs, Novice - 3rd
ATTAWAY-KINOBIFOGARTY CREEK
Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Christine Meyers and Melissa Pearce. By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC. Owner: Melissa Pearce

Dogs, Novice - 4th
SOYARA’S ILYA MUROMETZ
Breeder: Prudence and Gregory Hlatky. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Soyara’s Faith Tis Herself Esar. Owners: Prudence and Greg Hlatky

CAROL BACKERS & LIZ DUNCAN-BURGE

DOGS, BREED BY EXHIBITOR - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED
ELANCE BEYOND THE BLUE. Breeders: Cherie Hunchak and Mary Childs. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Veter – Elance Mystic Cequilla. Owner: Cherie Hunchak


Ron Williams

Carol Backers & Liz Duncan-Burge
Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 1st
AURORAL'S ARTEMUS
Breeder: Jon and Jennifer Steele.
By Ch. Auroral’s Ajax – Ch. Auroral Rising Star Iroquois.
Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 2nd
RADOST WHITE ROCK
Breeder: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey, Karen Murray and Janice McMinn.
By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Kansai’z Elsa.
Owners: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer, Dawn Port and Karen Murray

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 3rd
MAJENKIR FRONT AND CENTER
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona.
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Majenkir Milovna.
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Dogs, Bred By Exhibitor - 4th
KATUSHA’S AMADEUS
Breeder: Joyce E. Law and Laura Hyatt.
By Ch. Katushka’s Maestro Moussorgsky – Ch. Fern Meyta Earthly Delight.
Owners: Joyce Law and Eric Erickson


SEABURY FANTASIA MASWIK. Breeders: Dr. James Sillers and Judith Dennis. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Fantasia’s Unchain My Heart. Owners: Dr. James Sillers and Judith Dennis


FC AVALON WNS RISING SUN, SC. Breeder: S. Moore, M. Childs and D. McDonald. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zemny – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, SC. Owner: Sandra Moore

ANOTAK POLAR ICECAP. Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona. By Ch. Majenkir Neartic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream. Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

AVALON AFANASII BELOZOR ARCADE, SC. Breeders: Rebecca Neal, Sandra Moore, Tim Neal and Suzanne Liggett. By FC Aurdroid Bremen’s Thorium of Ryhka, SC – FC Avalon What Matters Most, SC. Owners: Rebecca and Tim Neal, Sandra Moore and Suzanne Liggett


BROLIN SEDONA ART NOUVEAU. Breeders: Kerstin Brolin and Tamara Carey. By Ch. Sedona Winter Karma – Ch. Golightly Brolin Ooma Franka, JC. Owner: Kerstin Brolin


Continued on previous page
**Dogs, American Bred - 1st**

**WIND 'N SATIN VERSACE**
Breeders: Mary Childs and Dora McDonald.
*By Wind 'n Satin Matter of Opinion – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC.*
*Owner: Suzanne Liggett*

**Dogs, American Bred - 2nd**

**DEL SOL WAHADI DANCER**
Breeders: Susan Van de Water.
*By DC Del Sol Lord of the Dance, CD, SC – Ch. Del Sol Firefly.*
*Owner: Susan Van de Water*

**Dogs, American Bred - 3rd**

**ATTAWAY-KINOBİ FALCON COVE**
Breeders: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Christine Meyers and Melissa Pearce.
*By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC.*
*Owners: Kathy Bulicz*

**Dogs, American Bred - 4th**

**ARIA ZORYA DARK SHADOWS**
Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice.
*By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC.*
*Owners: Rita M. and Bryan C. Rice*

---

**DOGS, AMERICAN BRED - OTHER ENTRIES**

**MANDOLIN-MIELIKI ALOHA.** Breeders: Pat Hardy and Renee McCartin. *By DC Mandolin-Mielikki The Dance, CD, SC – Witchcraft Spirit of the Tzar. Owners: Carolyn Mewborn and Pat Hardy*

**JEDAWN’S ON WITH THE SHOW.** Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. *By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC. Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers*

**ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, JC, CD, RE.** Breeder: Kris Woodall. *By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancer. Image at Romanoc: Owner: Linda Beissenger*

**TÉINE GERONIMO FROM GRYFFYN’S AEYRIE.** Breeders: R. Lynn Shell-Whitlock and Victor Whitlock. *By Ch. Téine Unstable Force, SC – Ch. Gryffyn’s Aeryie Alegria, SC. Owners: Teresa Burks and Anne Midgarden*


**DOGS, OPEN - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED**

**ARIA’S GILTEDGE DEVIL, JC.** HP191778/03. 10/13/05. Breeders: Rita M. Rice. **By DC Svora’s Sentinel, SC – Hound Hollows Dream Goddess. Owner: S. Michele Ray**

**AVALYN PIECE OF MY HEART.** HP189885/07. 12/14/05. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Kay Collins. **By Ch. Avalyn Nakai The Magic Flute, JC – Majenkir Snow Angel. Owners: Dino and Nancy Speziale**
Dogs, Open - 1st
TÉINE-KATZ SUN GLACIER, JC
Breeder: Anne Midgarden.
By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – DC Annwn Edessa, SC.
Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer

Dogs, Open - 2nd
FC WIND 'N SATIN PHAST ON THE TAKE, SC
Breeders: Susan Van de Water and Mary Childs.
By DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Slez of Zenny, SC – Ch. Del Sol Belle Starr, SC.
Owners: Susan Van de Water and Mary Childs

Dogs, Open - 3rd
SEABURY'S SHOOTING STAR
Breeder: James Sillers. By Seabury Sylvan Nikolai – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer.
Owners: April and Kathleen Alberty

Dogs, Open - 4th
WOLFBLITZ CHUODEI, BN, RN
Owner: Janet N. Browne

DOGS, OPEN - OTHER ENTRIES


TÉINE DARK CRYSTAL. HP295439/01. 2/23/08. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Téine Nicolaus Copernicus, SC – Ch. Téine Total Eclipse at Mayberry. Owner: Lori Miller

ROMANOC GUNS AND ROSES. HP214820/02. 4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owners: Candy Zucksworth, Darrell Brenner and Kris Woddail


AVALYN SABRE DANCE AT ODYN. HP343314/06. 5/11/09 Breeder: Lynne Bennett and Nancy Katsarelis. By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn Nakai Kishka. Owners: Nancy and Dino Speziale

PHAEDRA NATIVE SON O'ABRA. HP340043/03. 4/28/09. Breeder: Carol Kubiak-Zamora and Kevin T. Shimel, DVM. By Ch. LeiCro’s Russian Ztarstrike, JC – Rajalinjam Zamara. Owner: Terry D. Swope

WIND 'N SATIN TY SLEZI OF VETER. HP072332/01. 9/3/03. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC – DC Wind 'n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owners: E. Ahryn Rowlette and Mary Childs

WYVERN SPELLBINDING MYSTERY. HP284712/04. 10/26/07. Breeder: Margaret Lucia. By Ch. Promises Zion of Wyvern – Ch. Aldemoor’s Wyvern Catera. Owner: Nicole Mitchell


RISING STAR THE SEMINOLE. HP228203/05. 9/10/06. Breeder: Nadine Johnson. By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Sirus – Ch. Rising Star’s Liberty Belle. Owners: Kris and Phillip Taylor

Continued on previous page
Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months - 1st

DOLINA LITTLE APRIL SHOWER


Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months - 2nd

JUBILEE MILLIONAIRESS AT VAL-THOR

Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law.
By Ch. Katashka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Betty de la Rosa and Cindi Gredys

Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months - OTHER ENTRIES

C’LESTIAL VELVET UNDERGROUND AT ANOTAK. Breeder: Liz Green. By C’Lestial Pure Perfection, SC – FC C’Lestial High Society, SC. Owners: Roger and Joyce Katona


Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - OTHER ENTRIES

AVALON BAHAMA BREEZE. Breeder: S. Moore. By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Howff Carbonal Charodeika. Owners: Laurie Florio and S. Moore


January Leikam

CONFORMATION
Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 1st
HORSE AND HOUND PAIMPONT
Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Kansai’s Ride of the Valkyrie.
Owner: Pamela Buffington

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 2nd
SYLVAN PEUTER GAZELLE
Breeder: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 3rd
HORSE AND HOUND BRETAGNE AT SCHEMETJEW
Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Kansai’s Ride of the Valkyrie.
Owners: Karin Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 4th
PINOAKS COPPER IRIS
Breeders: Erica J. Gardner and Kasey A. Nelson.
Owners: Erica J. Gardner and Pegi Phillips-Sapp

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - OTHER ENTRIES


KIROV STONE CREEK GAILLARDA. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ch. Windrift Kaleidescope. JC – Ch. Kirov All Aflame, JC. Owner: Krista Hunt, DVM


WOLFBBLITZ LOOKS THAT KILL. Breeder: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Ch. Wolfbllitz Crimson Seraphim – Ch. Wolfbllitz 1st Fancy of Divny. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney

Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 5th
HORSE AND HOUND PICARDIE AT JADAWN

RAVENNA STOLEN KISSES. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By Ravenna Fourth Dimension – Kazar Serafima. Owner: Caryl Dumaine


SYLVAN HOT TODDY. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owner: Carol L. Levine

AR

AVALON BACARDI STINGER. Breeder: S. Moore. By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Howff Carbonal Charodeika. Owner: S. Moore

Continued on previous page
Bitches, 12 months and under 18 months - 1st
MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR VINTAGE GLAMOUR
By Ch. Majenkir Navron Mambrino – Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Glamour
Girl. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 months - 2nd
BLACKMOOR TEMPO DEL SOL
By Ch. Blackmoor Ralph Lauren – Ch. Katz Cayenne Del Sol.
Owners: Terri and Dale Rickford, Karen Wilken and Christina Hart

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 months - 3rd
MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR TIMELESS GLAMOUR AT KARITONOVA
By Ch. Majenkir Navron Mambrino – Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Glamour
Girl. Owners: Kimberly A. Horn-Janek and Robert J. Janek

Bitches, 12 months and under 18 months - 4th
AURORAL’S JASMINE ORONZOVA
Breeder: Suzanne Deghi.
By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Sirius – Ch. Virshina Oronzova Sweet Sizzle.
Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele
**Bitches, Novice - 1st**

**BELISARIUS JP STARSHIP**

*Breeder: Kyoko Ozeki.*

*By Belisarius JP Los Angeles Freeway – Pinelet JP Patricia.*

*Owner: Yuko Sakamoto (Agent: Mai Ozeki)*

---

**Bitches, Novice - 2nd**

**AVALON ARTEMIS**

*Breeder: S. Moore.*

*By FC Avalon Dark Voyager of Rohka, SC – Avalon Solarra, SC.*

*Owner: S. Moore*

---

**Bitches, Novice - 3rd**

**ZOIBOYZ DOVE CREEK DRAMBUIE**

*Breeders: Sherita Tabor, Tom Golcher and KC Thompson.*

*By Chabibi's Korona-Kazan, SC – Rosehill GL Serigraph, SC.*

*Owner: Renate Roder*

---

**Bitches, Novice - 4th**

**MIELIKKI DIR SHEPARD AT SILKENSWIFT**

*Breeder: Renee McCartin.*

*By FC Silkenswift Rider of the Storm, SC – Mielikki Prophet's Song.*

*Owner: Renee McCartin (Agent: Kari McCloskey)*

---

**Bitches, Bred by Exhibitor - Other Entries**

**AVALON TALINN**

*Breeders: Sandra Moore and Mary Childs.* By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Wind ’n Satin Ty Osen of Slezi, JC.

*Owners: Shirri Peak and Sandra Moore*

---

**ZABA V A OSTROV CASABLANCA**

*Breeders: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra.* By Ch. Zabava Bering Strait – Ch. Zabava Monoceros.

*Owners: Irina and Kristina Terra*

---

**MEYTA BLACKMOOR SINGLE SENSATION**


*Owners: Laura Hyatt, Karen Wilken and Christine Hart*

---

**MAJENKIR NATAsha NATALUNYA**

*Breeder: Karen Staude-Cartabona.* By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Majenkir Alunya.

*Owner: Karen Staude-Cartabona*
Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 1st

SVORA SONOMA'S NIGHT OF THE SWALLOW

Breeders: Shirley McFadden and Loretta Binder-Wheeler.
By Ch. Aashtoria Irishbrook Revel - Ch. Svora’s Scandalous, SC.
Owner: Shirley McFadden

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 2nd

JUBELLE GLACIER NO PLACE LIKE HOME

Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Lisa Durand.
By Jubilee Tad Bit O’ Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Lisa Durand and Cindi and Amelia Gredys

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 3rd

RAYNO’S CHARMED I’M SURE

By Ch. Majenkir Metallic Colt – Ch. Rayno’s Majenkir Swan Princess.
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker

Bitches, Bred By Exhibitor - 4th

RADOST LA VIDA DULCE

Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer and Karen Murray
By GCh. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Kansai’z Elsa.
Owner: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer and Karen Murray

Continued on page 23
**Bitches, American Bred - 1st**

**FC ATTAWAY-KINOBI SUMMER BREEZE, SC**

Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Melissa Pearce.

By FC Zoihoys Nitro V Rosehill, SC – DC Silkenswift Lady in Red, SC.

Owners: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Melissa Pearce

---

**Bitches, American Bred - 2nd**

**TWIN ELMS SVERSHIN ARIEL**

Breeder: Susan Breaz and Tony and Tammy Forbes.

By Ch Avalyn Nakai the Magic Flute, JC – Ch. Twin Elms Barinya, SC.

Owners: Terry Doane and Suzan Breaz

---

**Bitches, American Bred - 3rd**

**RAVENNA PIA PETUNIA**

Breeder: Caryl Dumaine.

By Avalyn’s Regal Presence – Ch. Ravenna Wild at Heart, JC.

Owner: Caryl Dumaine

---

**Bitches, American Bred - 4th**

**VITRINA CASSIOPEIA**

Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella.

By Ch. Vitrina Rocky Road to Justice – Ch. Vitrina Northern Lights, JC.

Owner: Valori Vig Trantanella

**CONFORMATION**
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**Bitches, Open - 1st**

**RISING STAR AMBER**

*Breeder: Nadine Johnson. By Ch. Rising Star Danilov O' Sunbarr, JC – Ch. Rising Star Yasmin. Owner: Nadine Johnson*

**Bitches, Open - 2nd**

**KATUSHKA-MEYTA ANNA SUI**

*Breeders: Joyce E. Law & Laura Hyatt. By Ch. Katushka's Rock Star – Ch. Katushka-Kyrov's Splash. Owners: Joan Tierney and Joyce E. Law*

**Bitches, Open - 3rd**

**VALINOR’S GOLIGHTLY MOON DANCER, JC**

*Breeders: Marcella Zobel and Deborah Butler. By Ch. S’Vershin’s Konchar, JC – Ch. Golightlylereau Muirne Fionn RN, SC. Owner: Karla Smith, DVM*

**Bitches, Open - 4th**

**BRASSGATE’S RUBY AT JEDAWN**


**Bitches, Open - OTHER ENTRIES**


**JEDAWN’S PRINCESS AT VAL-THOR, SC. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jedawn-Jubilee Heavens To Betsy, JC. Owner: Betty de la Rosa**

**JEDAWN’S SHOW THEM NO MERCY. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC. Owner: Leslie Walenta**

**JEDAWN’S PRINCESS AURORA, SC. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jedawn-Jubilee Heavens To Betsy, JC. Owner: Leslie Walenta and Charlotte Hunt**


**OSTROV ZABA V CONTESSA AT ISLEHAVEN. Breeders: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra. By Ch. Zabava Bering Strait – Ch. Zabava Monoceros. Owners: Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman**

**WIND ‘N SATIN JADUS V COBURN. Breeders: M. Childs, D.**

**FC WIND ‘N SATIN SUGAR HILL OF LEGEND. Breeders: Mary Childs, Dora McDonald and Sandra Moore. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zenmny, SC – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, SC. Owners: Lynn Wall and Mary Childs**


**PHAEDRA LILITH. Breeders: Carol Kubiak-Zamora and Kevin Shimel, DVM. By Ch. Rajalinnian Halis, SC – Ch. Phaedra Fina N’Kara, JC. Owner: Terry D. Swope**

**Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 1st**

**CH. AURORA'S ACROSS TIME SIRIUS**

Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski.
By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach for the Stars.
Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele

---

**Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 2nd**

**CH. TÉINE UNSTABLE FORCE, SC**

Breeder: Anne Midgarden.
By Elbur Kalinov – Ch. Téine Abracadabra, SC.
Owner: Anne Midgarden

---

**Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 3rd**

**CH. KANSAI’Z REALGAR**

Breeders: Karen Murray and Pamela Hall.
By Kansai’z Grande Isle, JC – Ch. Radazy Liona at Asgard.
Owner: Karen Murray

---

**Dogs, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 4th**

**CH. TÉINE FIRE & BRIMSTONE, JC, RN**

Breeder: Anne Midgarden.
By Aviann Captain Zodiac – Téine Midknight Hellfire.
Owner: Teresa Burks

---

**Bitches, Open - Other Entries Continued**

**16** ORONZOVA PARTY GIRL AT PARADISE. Breeder: Suzanne Deghi. By Ch. Sunburst Huntsman at Mechta – Ch. Virshina Oronzova Sweet Sizzle, JC. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandtman

**AR** WINDRIFT ELIZABETH AT TAHOE, RN, BN, SC. Breeders: Jon and Nancy Reimer. By DC Ashtoria Inshbrook Wildhunt Lemans, RA, SC – DC Windrift Chihawk Nymphet, SC. Owners: Steven and K. Carol Artley

**AR** MAJENKIR JERSEY GIRL TOLSTOY RAYNBO. Breeders: Roni and Jennifer Zucker. By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Raynbo’s Winter Rose. Owner: Dwayne Woolman

**AR** STILLWATER BEEGEE. Breeder: Charles Tyson. By Ch. Stillwater Twist of Fate – Stillwater Peaches N’Cream. Owners: Norma Zaske and Erin Brandt


---

**Bitches, Open - Other Entries Continued**


**AR** MELOCKOFF’S STATUS SYMBOL. Breeder: Gale D. Snoddy. By Ch. Melockoff’s Soul man – Anuschla Od Nebeskeho Rybnika, JC.
Owner: Gale D. Snoddy
Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 1st
CH. ZABAVA MIMOSA, JC
Breeder: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra.
By Mariza Forever Glacial – Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC.
Owners: Irina Terra, Kristina Terra and John Lee

Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 2nd
CH. ROMANOC FUNNY CIDE OF NEW MOON
Breeder: Kris Woddail and Cynthia Lastauckas.
By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, SC – Ch. Romanoc Color Full Swing New Moon, SC. Owner: Kris Woddail

Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 3rd
CH. MAJENKIR MY FANTASTASIA
Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona.
By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella.
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Bitches, Veterans 7 years and under 10 - 4th
CH. RAYNBO MAJENKIR SWAN PRINCESS
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona
Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 1st

CH. WIND 'N SATIN VENUS

Breeder: Elizabeth Green and Mary Childs.

By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Iceman Cometh, JC – Lothlorien Brie Zephyr’s Reach. Owners: Lynn Wall and Mary Childs

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 2nd

CH. BABOTJKAS FANTAZIYA, SC

Breeder: Ulla Hultas.

By Ch. Borscana Bad Moon Rising – Babotjka’s Evita. Owner: Shirley McFadden

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 3rd

CH. GRYFFYN'S AERIE ANDURIL, JC

Breeder: R. Lynn Shell and Victor Whitlock.

By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Kristul Sweet Nikita, JC, Owner: R. Lynn Shell

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - 4th

CH. AVALON HIGHLAND MARY

Breeder: Sandra Moore, Diana Embry and Paula Moore.

By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross – Willwind’s Avalon Athena. Owner: Rebecca Neal

Bitches, Veterans 10 years and older - OTHER ENTRIES

CH. VIRSHINA LALIQUE RADOST, JC. By Ch. Truhavens Midas Run – Ch. Virshina Sweet Pea, CD, JC. Owners: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer and Kirk Gillaspey

CH. AVALON IRKALLA OF DAVIDOFF. Breeder: Sandra Moore and Paula Moore. By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross – Ch. Insight’s Here to Eternity. Owner: Debb Meyer

Mai & Kyoko Ozeki
Brace Class - 1st
SOYARA’S ILYA MUROMETZ
CH. SOYARA’S THE FLYING DUTCHMAN
Owners: Prudence and Greg Hlatky

Brace Class - 2nd
FC WIND ’N SATIN SUGAR HILL OF LEGEND
CH. WIND ’N SATIN VENUS
Owners: Lynn Wall and Mary Childs

Brace Class - 3rd
WYVERN’S BLACK BETTY
CH. KATZ WYVERN VISION O’ T’ NIGHT
Owner: Margaret Lucia

Triathlon winners KC Artley, Lynn Wall & Anne Midgarden

Carol Enz
CH. AURORAL’S SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN. Breeders: Jon T. and Jennifer Steele. By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Sirius – Auroral’s Ayleska. Owners: Pat Hardy and Jon and Jenni Steele (Dog)

DC ARIA’S ARAMON AT TAHOE, RA, SC, BN. Breeders: Rita Rice and Richard Terry. By DC Kirov Desperado at Aria, RN, SC – DC Svora’s Whirlaway. SC. Owners: Steven and K. Carol Artley (Dog)


GCH. SCHEREMETJEW PORSCHE TARGA, SC. Breeders: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD. By DC Gladkii Vetur Lightning Bolt, SC – Gladkii Vetur Jitterbug. SC. Owners: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD (Dog)

CH. RASSIM’S ERIC DER ROITE AT TEINE, RN. Breeders: Marina and Volker Nielcamp. By Katz Rhythm of the Night – Rassim’s Cassandra. Owners: Teresa Burks and Anne Midgarden (Dog)


CH. WOLFBLITZ CRIMSON SERAPHIM. Breeders: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Wolfblitz St. Nick of Chataqua – Ch. Wolfblitz Rising Star Maheala. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney (Dog)

DC AVALON UBQUITOUS SPIRIT, SC. Breeder: Sandra Moore. By Mufasa’s Second Street Blues, JC – FC Stillwater the Tempest. Owners: Josie and Mike Haumont (Dog)


CH. TEINE GALAXY RAMBLER, SC. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By Silkenswift Stardust, SC – DC Rassim’s Dornareeschen at Teine, SC. Owner: Anne Midgarden (Dog)


GCH. DC GRYFFYN’S IT’S ALL ABOUT ME, SC. Breeders: R. Lynn Shell, Victor Whitlock and Jackie Corsette. By DC Rising Star Kalipso, SC – Ch. Promise Gryffyn’s Spyrograph, SC. Owners: R. Lynn Shell and Victor Whitlock (Dog)


CH. SUNBURST DIE FLEDERMAUS DR FALKE. Breeders: G. Thompson and K. and M. Greenhill. By Ch. Sunburst Victory - Ch. Sunburst Siskique at Rushwind, JC. Owners: B. Simpson, G. Thompson and R. Stachon (Dog)


CH. MARINGA’S BRAND NEW DAY. Breeders: Stephanie Moss and David Haradin. By Maringa’s Good ‘n Plenty – S’Vershin’s Koroleva. Owner: Stephanie Moss (Dog)


GCH. ARIA’S AIN’T NO ANGEL. Breeder: Rita M. Linck. By DC Svora’s Sentinel, SC – Hound Hollow’s Dream Goddess. Owner: Richard Mason Terry (Dog)

CH. JUBILEE GLACIER OZLANDIA. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Greedsy and Lisa Durand. By Ch. Jubilee Tad Bit O’Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Cindi and Amelia Greedsy (Dog)


CH. AVALYN’S MAGNUM FORCE. Breeders: Lynne and Mike Bennett. By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbaraanne Benjamin (Dog)

CH. ROMANOC SADDLE THE WIND GUCCI. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image A Romance. Owners: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Kris Woddail (Dog)


CH. WIND ‘N SATIN TY SLEZI OF VETER. Breeder: Mary Childs. By Ch. Osdow Av Fjascho, JC – DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Kaa, SC. Owners: Ahryn Rowlette and Mary Childs


CH. VITRINA SYLVAN ONE FROM THE HEART. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale and Valori Trantanella. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Vitrina Zoetrope, CD, SC. Owners: Valori Vig Trantanella (Bitch)

CH. KATZ FASHION FINESSA AT KONZA. Breeders: Kitty G. and James Sawyer. By Ch. Katz Devoted to a Dream – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare, JC. Owner: Kay Cassella (Bitch)

CH. ALDEMOOR’S EVANESCENCE. Breeder: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble. By Ch. AldeMOor Del Eden Drac’kin, SC – Ch. AldeMOor’s Wyvern Catarra. Owner: Sandra L. Simmons-Gamble (Bitch)

CH. GOLIGHTLY’S BIG DAY. Breeders: Marcella and Philip Zobel. By Kyrov’s Intensity – DC Golightly Glacis LeReau, SC. Owners: Marcella and Philip Zobel (Bitch)

CH. GOLIGHTLY VA LINOR’S BEAU MONDE, JC. Breeders: Marcella and Philip Zobel. By Kyrov’s Intensity – DC Golightly Glacis LeReau, SC. Owner: Marcella Zobel (Bitch)


DC AVALON VICTORIA CROSS, SC. Breeders: S. Moore and S. Liggett. By Zharkov Quest for Fire – Avalon Polychromatic. Owner: S. Moore (Bitch)

CH. TZIRINA BAIKAL, SC. Breeders: Jasper and Rhea Russo. By Ch. Svora’s Special Request, JC – FC Svora High Echelon, SC. Owners: Michael and Mary Jane DeWitt (Bitch)

CH. KORSAKOV’S QUANTUM LEAP. Breeder: Jane M. Bishop. By Ch. Korsakov Fired Up’s Makimono – Ch. Staraja Russa Bianca Korsakov. Owner: Jane M. Bishop (Bitch) (Agent: Christine Hart)

CH. BORZOWSKI’S LADY OF MY LIFE. Breeder: Annica Nilsson. By Borzowski’s Oskar Orlow – Borzowski’s Hanna Havanna. Owner: Christine Ratke (Bitch)

CH. ZOOROPA LAUREATE ADRIENNE PICTURE THIS. Breeder: Patty Hull and Monica Barry. By Ch. Adrienne Zooropa High Performance – Ch. Laureate Ad’ n Taking Flight, JC. Owners: Patty Anderson and Jan Leikam (Bitch)

CH. KATZ GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY, JC. Breeder: Kitty Sawyer. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Katz Night N Paisley. Owner: Rebecca Neal (Bitch)

CH. AFANASII AVALON PASSING HONORS, JC. Breeders: Rebecca and Tim Neal and Sandra Moore. By DC Avalon Jungle Fever, RAE2, CDX, LCX – Ch. Avalon Highland Mary. Owners: Rebecca and Tim Neal (Bitch)


CH. GRYFFYN’S AEYRIE INCENDIO, JC. Breeders: R. Lynn Whitlock and Victor Whitlock. By DC Gryffyn’s It’s All About Me, SC – Ch. Gryffyn’s Aeirye Anduril, JC. Owners: R. Lynn Shell and Victor Whitlock (Bitch)

CH. KATZ FOLLOW ME FOREVER. Breeders: Kitty G. and James Sawyer. By Ch. Katz Devoted to a Dream – Ch. Katz Chaotic Clare, JC. Owners: Denise McKee and Catherine Fike (Bitch)

DC TEINE AVADA KEDAVRA, SC, CDX, RN. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Mufassa’s Knight in Armour, MC – Ch. Teine Abracadaba, SC. Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden (Bitch)


CH. SYLVAN VITRINA FINIAN’S RAINBOW, SC. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale and Valori Trantanella. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Vitrina Zoetrope, CD, SC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale (Bitch)

CH. JUBILEE-KATU SHKA EBE L. Breeders: Joyce Law and Cynthia Gredys. By Ch. Jubilee Breath of Life, CD, CGC – Ch. Kattushka-Kyrov’s Splash, CGC. Owner: Cynthia Gredys (Bitch)


CH. SYLVAN STUPEFYIN JONES. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Sylvan Amunet. Owner: Carol L. Levine (Bitch)

CH. BUCKSILVER’S ZARA’S SONG, CD, RN, JC. Breeders: Virginia and Ken Graff, Kathleen Kapaun and Michelle Luckey. By Ch. Kenai’s Handsome Is – Bucksilver Touch the Sky. Owner: Sunny Grant (Bitch)

CH. VITRINA HEART OF GOLD HVALA TRILLION. Breeder: Valori Vig Trantanella. By Vitrina Alpenglow – Ch. Vitrina One from the Heart. Owners: Valori Trantanella and Lydia Pruett (Bitch)


ORONZOVA PARTY GIRL. PARADISE. Breeder: Suzanne Deghi. By Ch. Sunburst Huntsman at Mechta – Ch. Virshina Oronzoa Sweet Sizzle, JC. Owners: Todd and Toby Brandman

CH. RISING STAR SHANEE. By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Sirius – Ch. Rising Star’s Liberty Belle. Owner: Nadine Johnson (Bitch)

CH. SCHERE METJEW PORSCHE CAY ENNE, SC. Breeders: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD. By DC Gladkii Vetter Lighting Bolt, SC – Gladkii Vetter Jitterbug, SC. Owners: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD (Bitch)

Stud Dog Class - 1st
**GCH. DC K-C WINDSHEER STAYIN’ ALIVE, RN, SC**
Owners: Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp

**PHOTOS NOT AVAILABLE**

Stud Dog Class - 2nd
**CH. JUBILEE TAD BIT ‘O’BRINDLE MIST**
Owners: Cindi and Amelia Gredys

Stud Dog Class - 3rd
**CH. BLACKMOOR RALPH LAUREN**
Owners: Karen Wilkin and Christina Hart

Stud Dog Class - 4th
**CH. KATUSHKA-JUBILEE MOVADO**
Owners: MariBeth Bennett and Joyce Law

**STUD DOG CLASS - OTHER ENTRIES**
MANDOLIN-MIELIKKI ALOHA. Owners: Carolyn Mewborn and Pat Hardy
DC AVALON VICTORIAN PYRE, SC, RE. Owners: Leonore and EG Abordo
CH. ARIA’S THE QUIET MAN. Owners: Rita M. and Bryan Rice
**Brood Bitch Class - 1st**

**CH. MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR GLAMOUR GIRL**  
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Karen Spey

**Brood Bitch Class - 2nd**

**CH. KANSAI’Z ELSA**  
Owners: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer and Karen Murray

**PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE**

**Brood Bitch Class - 3rd**

**CH. KATZ NIGHT N PAISLEY**  
Owner: Kitty G. Sawyer

**Brood Bitch Class - 4th**

**KINOBI STARDANCE RADOST, JC**  
Owners: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer and Rebecca Peters-Campbell

**BROOD BITCH CLASS - OTHER ENTRIES**

- **CH. KRESTOVSKAJA ANASTACIA, RA, SC.** Owners: William D. and Peri Neill
- **CH. JUBILEE DUNAMAI SOZO, CD, RE.** Owner: Cynthia Gredys
- **AB GCH. CHRYSALIS WINTER GOLD.** Owner: Pamela Jo Leichtnam
- **AB CH. AVALYN’S ALL ABOUT EVE.** Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas. By Ch. Zimistraja Mozart Play for SV shin, JC – Ch. Majenkir Avalyn Kitana, JC. Owners: Lynne and Mike Bennett

**Annual Award winners/accepters:** Robin Riel, Ariel Duncan, Kim Horn-Janek, Susan Van de Water, acceptor for Renee McCartin, Liz Duncan, Anne Midgarden, Linda Beisswenger
Best Costume Winner
Pat Hardy

Lori Miller (above) and Kitty Sawyer (right);
Jane Schreiber & Carol Enz (inset)

Kay Cassella

COSTUME CONTEST
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the members of BCOA for this once in a lifetime opportunity. I was honored to be chosen for this assignment and did everything I could to deliver my honest and unbiased opinion of the each dog exhibited. Thank you also to all the exhibitors who trusted me to handle their beloved Borzoi. It was an experience that I will never forget.

I felt that overall the male class dogs were stronger than the bitches with the exception of a few outstanding ladies. I have noticed this trend as an observer over the last three years at the national specialties. Being a “boy dog” lover myself, I am very proud and delighted to see the quality of our males improving. Coming and going was a bit dicey in several of the entries. There were also some teeth problems in the younger generation. Though I know we allow for more length in bitches, I did feel that many of the class bitches were pushing the length envelope and thus losing the proper length to leg proportion. One of my biggest concerns for our breed is the loss of hock flexibility which allows the dog to drive off the rear creating powerful balanced movement. I believe this is essential for the smooth, effortless, ground covering side gait that is one of the important characteristics of Borzoi. I was pleasantly surprised to find many good shoulders in the entry, another thing I think we have struggled with in years past. There were many exhibits with well placed shoulders, balanced with nicely laid back upper arms. With a correctly placed shoulder assembly, comes the proper amount of fore chest which was also evident. There were many beautiful heads and lovely eyes and expressions, some of which melted my heart.

The stand out classes for me were the 9-12 puppy dog class, the winners dog class, which literally gave me goose bumps, the Veteran dog class, which got me misty eyed, and the specials bitch class. There were so many beautiful specials girls that it was difficult for me to excuse any of them and do what I needed to do. All the winners of my veteran classes were “in it” until the end by design not by virtue of their class category. All were nice examples of the breed and very deserving. Best Veteran was one of the most difficult decisions of the show for me.

1st, 6-9 Puppy Dogs: This was a lovely young, well balanced tri colored puppy. His head and neck set flowed nicely into his shoulders. He had good return of upper arm and proper fore chest. At this age he used himself respectably while moving around the ring.

1st, 9-12 Puppy Dogs: This was an impressive blue sable and white spotted puppy in an impressive class. He had nice bone and size for a puppy this age. He had a beautiful head and expression with soft dark eyes. He had an easy suspended side gait with drive off an exceptionally strong rear.

Reserve Winners Dog/1st, 12-18 Dogs: This boy was a tri spotted square youngster with nice outline and balance front and rear with a low hock. He had light on his feet effortless movement with lots of reach and drive. He was not quite as steady on the down and back as the WD on this day.

1st Novice Dogs: This cream and white boy was very pretty with loads of type. He was in immaculate coat and condition. He moved well coming and going as well as around the ring. He was a strong representative for the novice dog class in the winners ring.

1st Open Dogs: This dog was the complete package for me. He was a beautiful color in a rich self mahogany brindle. Not an overly large dog, he exhibited the proper outline, balance and proportion. He was balanced on the stack with each part flowing into the next. He had good angulation front and rear without being overdone in any way. He stood over his shoulders well. He was completely sound down and back and had the same smooth effortless side gait every time he went around that never let up. To top it all off her had great details such as a nice head eyes, and ears and a low tail set and carriage.

1st Bred By-Exhibitor/1st Bred By-exhibitor Dogs: This black masked fawn and white boy exhibited lovely type and elegance and was strongly in the running for Winners Dog. He had a stellar rear with a low hock and the perfect amount of angulation balanced with the front. Every part flowed nicely into the next to make a very complete picture. He used himself well on the side but was not quite as extreme as the WD or RWD on this day which seemed to be more that he was not cooperating with his handler than anything else.

2nd Bred By-exhibitor Dogs: I rarely comment on placements other than first but I felt that this dog also needs recognition. This was an obviously young gold and white dog who was just edged out by the first place dog. This dog showed lots of potential in many areas and I would be interested to see him with a bit of maturity.

1st American Bred Dogs: I liked this self cream boy very much. He is living proof of my theory that on a really good quality Borzoi all colors are truly beautiful. He was very smooth with flowing lines on the stack as well as on the move. He was quite competitive in the Winners Dog class.

Best Of Winners/Winners Dog/1st Open Dogs: This dog was the complete package for me. He was a beautiful color in a rich self mahogany brindle. Not an overly large dog, he exhibited the proper outline, balance and proportion. He was balanced on the stack with each part flowing into the next. He had good angulation front and rear without being overdone in any way. He stood over his shoulders well. He was completely sound down and back and had the same smooth effortless side gait every time he went around that never let up. To top it all off her had great details such as a nice head eyes, and ears and a low tail set and carriage.

1st Puppy Bitches 6-9: This little red and white girl was cute as a button and in full puppy bloom. She had nice agulation front and rear with balance and a good amount of leg under her for a puppy this age. She was sound and moved quite well on the side. She had loads of potential and likely has a quite promising future.

Respectfully Submitted by: Amy L. Sorbie
**Conformation**  

**Best Puppy/1st Puppy Bitches 9-12:** This cream and white girl had lots of body and bone but still exhibited lovely type and elegance. She had a pleasing outline with correct top line and neck and shoulder placement. She was a powerhouse of mover on the side. She out-moved the group of really fantastic moving puppy class winners, on this day, which is what won her the Best Puppy award.

**1st 12-18 Bitches:** This was a white cutie pie with a beautiful head and expression. She was well angled both front and rear with a tremendous layback of upper arm and nice length of second thigh with well let down hocks. She was very sound on the down and back and used her shoulder really well on the side enabling her to cover lots of ground while moving around the ring.

**Winners Bitch/1st Bred By-Exhibitor:** She was balanced front to rear and had a very pleasing outline. She had a pretty head and expression and was a light easy mover on the side.

**Reserve Winners Bitch/1st Novice Bitches:** This lovely cream and white girl had the exquisite pretty type that just makes one step back and sigh. She was well put up in great coat and condition without being sculpted. She was very light on her feet and floated around the ring effortlessly. She had an almost ethereal essence about her. She was not quite as imposing on this day as the WB but did push her for the win.

**1st Brace:** These two big, flashy red and white boys were amazing. They balanced front to rear and had a very pleasing outline. They had a pretty head and expression and was a light easy mover on the side.

**Select Bitch:** This mostly brindle girl was very pretty. She had extreme reach and drive on the go round. Her side gait was one of the very best in the entry. She had gently sweeping curves and good angulation front and rear. She did not have quite as much leg as the BOB bitch on this day.

**Best of Opposite Sex:** This was a handsome blue brindle and white boy, one of my favorite colors ever. He was in great coat and condition. He also had nice size and substance and felt great under the hands. He had a beautiful face and expression with soft, dark, expressive eyes in a narrow back skull. He was completely sound down and back and moved powerfully around the ring. He was not as strong in the pasterns as the BOB bitch on this day.

**Best of Breed:** This Fabulous cream and white girl has everything that I look for in a Borzoi. She had the combination of structure, breed type and all the details that make Borzoi so special. She was a stand out for me from the minute she walked in the ring. I came into this assignment with my ideal Borzoi in mind and this girl fulfilled all my expectations. She was beautiful on the stack; all sweeping graceful curves each part flowing into the next. She had a front assembly that allowed her to stand over her shoulders properly. This balanced nicely with a well angulated rear. All parts in symmetry and proportion without being overdone. She never put a foot down wrong coming and going and she was smooth and light on her feet on the side with balanced reach and drive that was consistent every time she went around the ring. She had a lovely head in profile as well as head on with a melting intelligent expression. To top it all off, this lovely lady flaunted all the details such as, teeth, ears, feet, tail set and carriage, all correct and to standard. I found her spectacular and a very happy choice for my top winner at this National Specialty. 

---

**Specialty Critique continued**

**1st Veteran Bitches 10 and over:** This sable and white girl still looked like a youngster. She was exuberant and moved with elegance and grace. Her outline was quite pleasing with gentle flowing curves. She was poised and charming in every way and she was in strong contention for Best Veteran.

**Best veteran/1st Veteran Dogs 7-10:** This was a very handsome, distinguished tri gentleman. He had a lovely narrow head with beautiful fill and eyes. He had nice shoulders and fore chest. He never put a foot wrong on the down and back and moved around the ring admirably. Every entrant in this class had great shoulders and beautiful heads they were all a fine examples of the breed.

**1st Veteran Bitches 10 and over:** This was a truly extraordinary fawn and white lady. Besides having really quality conformation she was incredibly young at heart. She was actually in the ring twice as much as any other dog this day and she never let up. She was a proud example of our mature ladies. She was also strongly considered for Best Veteran.

**1st Brace:** These two big, flashy red and white boys were amazing. They were gorgeous together. This is very close quarters for two boys this size and they were a testament to great temperament. They were happy to be in each others company and there was nary a growl or grumble between them. They were very impressive and I think they should be shown as much as possible as they are great representatives of our breed.

**Select Dog:** This was an imposing gold and white boy impressively presented. He had nice size and substance. He was particularly strong in his front assembly under the hands, with tremendous fore chest and a well laid back upper arm. He did use his shoulder quite as well on the move as did the BOB girl or the BOS dog on this day.

**Best of Breed:** This Fabulous cream and white girl has everything that I look for in a Borzoi. She had the combination of structure, breed type and all the details that make Borzoi so special. She was a stand out for me from the minute she walked in the ring. I came into this assignment with my ideal Borzoi in mind and this girl fulfilled all my expectations. She was beautiful on the stack; all sweeping graceful curves each part flowing into the next. She had a front assembly that allowed her to stand over her shoulders properly. This balanced nicely with a well angulated rear. All parts in symmetry and proportion without being overdone. She never put a foot down wrong coming and going and she was smooth and light on her feet on the side with balanced reach and drive that was consistent every time she went around the ring. She had a lovely head in profile as well as head on with a melting intelligent expression. To top it all off, this lovely lady flaunted all the details such as, teeth, ears, feet, tail set and carriage, all correct and to standard. I found her spectacular and a very happy choice for my top winner at this National Specialty. §
Best Junior Showman (Open Senior)

CHARLOTTE HUNT
JEDAWN’S PRINCESS AURORA
Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch And Soda, JC – Ch. Jedawn-Jubilee Heavens To Betsy, JC.
Owner: Leslie Walenta and Charlotte Hunt

Placements

NOVICE INTERMEDIATE

OPEN SENIOR

Junior Showmanship
Judge Nancy Sedlacek

Robin Stachon
### Best in Triathlon

**CH. TÉINE GALAXY RAMBLER, SC**

Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By Silkenswift Stardust, SC – DC Rassin’s Dornaroeschen at Téine, SC.

Owner: Anne Midgarden (Dog)

### 2011 BCOA TRIATHLON SCORE SHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entrant</th>
<th>Obedience Base Score</th>
<th>Obedience Bonus Points</th>
<th>Conformation Base Score</th>
<th>Conformation Bonus Points</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Base Score</th>
<th>Lure Coursing Bonus Points</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Placement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Jedawn’s Princess Aurora, SC, F.Ch.
  "Danika" (190)                                                          | 57                   | 68                     | 74.25                   | 199.25                    |                          |                           |       |           |
| FC Wind ‘n Satin Sugar Hill of Legend
  "Sugar" (199)                                                          | 71.5                 | 74                     | 75.75                   | 8                         | 229.25                   |                           |       | 3         |
| DC Aria’s Aramon at Tahoe, SC, RA, BN, F.Ch.
  "Maverick" (232)                                                        | 74                   | 71                     | 74.25                   | 219.25                    |                           |                           |       | 4         |
| GCh. DC K-C Windsheer Stayin' Alive, SC, RN, F.Ch.
  "BeeGee" (234)                                                         | 90.74                | 83                     | 64.75                   | 238.5                     |                           |                           |       | 2         |
| Ch. Teine Galaxy Rambler, LCM
  "Sagan" (242)                                                           | 95.25                | 5                      | 78                      | 256.25                    |                           |                           |       | 1         |
| DC Avalon Victorian Pyre
  SC, F.Ch., RE, GRC, TT
  "Py" (255)                                                               | 61.5                 | 67                     | 74                      | 210.5                     |                           |                           |       |           |
| DC Teine Avada Kedavra, CDX, F.Ch.
  "Avada" (286)                                                           | AB                   | AB                     | AB                      |                           |                           |                           |       |           |
**Photo Not Available**

**Triathlon - 2nd**

**GCH. DC K-C WINDSHEER STAYIN' ALIVE, RN, SC**

Breeders: Kasey A. Nelson, Leah L. Thorp, Lynne M. Gillespie and Pat Hardy.
By Mandolin-Mielikki Aloha – Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp (Dog)

**Triathlon - 4th**

**DC ARIA’S ARAMON AT TAHOE, RA, SC, BN**

Breeders: Rita Rice and Richard Terry
By DC Kirov Desperado at Aria, RN, SC – DC Svora’s Whirlaway, SC.
Owners: Steven and K. Carol Artley (Dog)

**Triathlon - 3rd**

**FC WIND 'N SATIN SUGAR HILL OF LEGEND**

Breeders: Mary Childs, Dora McDonald and Sandra Moore.
By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Sleci of Zemny, SC – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, SC.
Owners: Lynn Wall and Mary Childs

---

**LGRA shots by Rebecca Neal**

All 4 dogs in run P2 R4

**Kristen Suhrenbrock & Bruno**

**Liz Duncan Burge & Josie Haumont**
LGFA Best of Breed Borzoi (1st place)
"CJ" - FC AVALON WNS RISING SUN SC, FCH
Sire: DC WindnSatin Ty Slezi of Zemny FCh, SGRC, Dam: FC Avalon Rumor of Angels SC, FCh, GRC, Breeder: Sandra Moore, Mary Childs, Dora McDonald, Owner: Sandra Moore

LGFA Best Opposite Sex Borzoi (8th place)
"DOROTHY" - JUBILEE GLACIER NO PLACE LIKE HOME
Sire: CH Jubilee Tadbit O'Brindle Mist, Dam: Jubilee Dunamai Sozo CD, RE, SGRC, Breeder/Owner: Cynthia & Amelia Gredys & Lisa Durand
LGRA High Score Racing Champion (2nd place)
SPECTRE - JEDAWN THE SPECTRE OF KYROV SGRC
Sire: CH Kyrov’s Confection, Dam: CH Jubilee Heavenly Creation SC, SGRC, FCh, CGC, Breeder/Owner: Dawn & Jeff Hall, & Shannon Myers

LGRA PLACEMENTS
3 PEYTON - Silkenswift the Star Quarterback, Silkenswift Carrot Ironfoundersson SC, Dam: Celentas Bellatrix at Silkenswift, Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell, Owner: Kristen Suhrenbrok
4 BARTLEBY - FC Silkenswift Black Lightning SC, LCM, SGRC3, SORC, Sire: Silkenswift Midnite Talyin SC, Dam: FC Silkenswift Burning Bright SC, Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell, Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
7 EARENDEL - C’lestial Beau Sancy at Starswift SC, CGC, ORC, GRC, FCh, Sire: FC C’lestial Casino Royale SC, FCh, SGRC, JOR, Dam: DC C’lestial High Voltage SC, FCh, SGRC, SORC, Breeder: Liz Greene, Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
9 MERLIN - FC Jedawn Quicksilver Riverrun of Valinor SC, FCh, GRC, CH Kyrov’s Confection, Dam: CH Jubilee Heavenly Creation SC, SGRC, FCh, CGC, Breeder: Dawn & Jeff Hall, & Shannon Myers, Owner: Karla Smith
10 NOX - Gryffyn’s Aeyrie Nox SC, GCH DC Gryffyn’s It’s All About Me SC, FCh, GRC, ORC, Dam: CH Gryffyn’s Aeyrie Anduril JC, Breeder/Owner: R.Lynn Shell & Victor Whitlock
11 FAITH - Del Sol Dance of Faith JC, FCh, DC Del Sol Lord of the Dance SC, LCM, GRC, CD, Dam: CH Del Sol Firefly JC, FCh, Breeder/Owner: Susan Van de Water
12 BREEZE - FC Attaway-Kinobi Summer Breeze SC, Sire: FC Zoiboyz Nitro V Rosehill SC, FCh, GRC, JOR, Dam: DC Silkenswift Lady in Red SC, FCh, Breeder/Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell & Melissa Pearce
13 CARINA - Valinor’s Golightly Moon Dancer JC, Sire: CH S’Vershin’s Konchar JC, SGRC, Dam: CH Golightlylereau Muirme Fionn SC, RN, Breeder: Marcella Zobel & Deborah Butler, Owner: Karla Smith
14 LOTUS - Valinor’s Circuit de Monaco at River Run SC, GRC, Sire: DC Aragorn’s Barron GL Jeediah SC, Dam: FC Methua’s LX at Mustang SC, Breeder: Deborah & Ormonde Butler, Owner: Karla Smith DVM
15 CINDY - Jedawn’s Princess Cinderella at Val-Thor SC, Sire: CH Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC, SGRC2, Dam: CH Jedawn-Jubilee Heaven’s to Betsy JC, GRC, Breeder: Dawn & Jeff Hall, & Shannon Myers, Owner: Betty de la Rosa

16 SOCKS - FC WindnSatin Phast on the Take SC, FCh, GRC, Sire: DC WindnSatin Ty Slez of Zemny SC, FCh, SGRC, Dam: CH Del Sol Belle Starr SC, LCM, GRC, Breeder: Susan Van de Water & Mary Childs, Owner: Susan Van de Water
17 GWIAZDA - C’lestial Star of Bombay at Starswift JC, GRC, JOR, Sire: C’lestial Casino Royale SC, FCh, SGRC, JOR, Dam: C’lestial High Voltage SC, FCh, SGRC, ORC, SORC, Breeder: Liz Green, Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski
18 GAZE - Romanoc Gerhard’s Gaze of Coburn JC, CD, RE, Sire: CH Coburn’s Survivor JC, Dam: FC Fusiler DanceImage at Romanoc, Breeder: Kris Woddail, Owner: Linda Beisswenger
19 PUMPKIN - CH Gryffyn’s Aeyrie Incendio JC, GCH DC Gryffyn’s It’s All About Me SC, FCh, GRC, ORC, Dam: CH Gryffyn’s Aeyrie Anduril JC, Breeder/Owner: R.Lynn Shell & Victor Whitlock
20 DANIKA - Jedawn’s Princess Aurora SC, FCh, Sire: CH Sylvan Scotch and Soda JC, GRC, Dam: CH Jedawn-Jubilee Heaven’s to Betsy JC, GRC, Breeder: Dawn & Jeff Hall, & Shannon Myers, Owner: Leslie Walenta & Charlotte Hunt
21 STERLING - Kansai’s The Good Life, Sire: FC C’lestial Casino Royale SC, Dam: C’lestial Singapore Sling, Breeder: Liz Greene & Karen Murray, Owner: Elizabeth Bucholz
22 TEQUILA - C’lestial Tequila Sunrise, Sire: C’lestial High Roller, Dam: FC Kristull Rhenium of Ryhka, Breeder: Liz Green, Owner Mary Beth Grieb
DURANGO - BIF FC Zoiboyz Durango SC, FCh, Sire: Chabibi’s Korona-Kazan SC, LCM, SGRC, GRC, ORC, ROM-P, Dam: Rosehill GL Serigraph SC, FCh, JOR, Breeder: Tom Golcher, KC Thompson, & Sherita Tabner, Owner: Tom Golcher & KC Thompson
FOCUS - FC Silkenswift Bright Focus SC, GRC, Sire: Silkenswift Midnite Talyin SC, Dam: FC Silkenswift Burning Bright SC, Breeder/Owner: Bonnie Dalzell
SUGAR - FC WindnSatin Sugar Hill of Legend FCh, Sire: DC WindnSatin Ty Slez of Zemny FCh, SGRC, Dam: FC Avalon Rumor of Angels SC, FCh, GRC, Breeder: Sandra Moore, Mary Childs, Dora McDonald, Owner: Lynn K. Wall & Mary Childs
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ASFA Best of Breed & First in Open Stake

PEYTON - SILKENSWIFT THE STAR QUARTERBACK
Sire: Silkenswift Carrot Ironfoundersson SC, Dam: Celeritas Bellatrix at Silkenswift, Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell, Owner: Kristen Suhrenbrock

ASFA Open Stake 2nd
BREEZE - FC ATTAWAY-KINOBI SUMMER BREEZE SC
Sire: FC Zoiboyz Nitro V Rosehill SC, FCh, GRC, JOR, Dam: DC Silkenswift Lady in Red SC, FCh, Breeder/Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell & Melissa Pearce

ASFA Open Stake 4th
STERLING - KANSAI’Z THE GOOD LIFE
Sire: FC C’Lestial Casino Royale SC, FCh, SGRC, JOR, Dam: C’Lestial Singapore Sling, Breeder: Liz Greene & Karen Murray, Owner: Elizabeth Bucholz

ASFA Open Stake 3rd
RAINBOW - TEINE RAINBOW GLACIER
Sire: DC Teine Windmaster of Foxwood, Dam: DC Annwn Edessa LCM, Breeder: Anne Midgarden, Owner: Anne Midgarden & Sherri Peak

ASFA Open Stake NBQ
RAY - AVALON AFANASII BELOZOR ARCANE SC
Sire: FC Auadrid Bremen’s Thorium of Rhyka SC, FCh, Dam: FC Avalon What Matters Most SC, Breeder/Owner: Rebecca & Tim Neal, Sandra Moore, Suzanne Liggett

No photo available
No photo available

FIELD EVENTS
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ASFA OPEN STAKE OTHER ENTRIES
BRANDY Silkenswift Brandywine at Kalabria, Sire: Silkenswift Carrot Ironfoundersson SC, Dam: Celeritas Bellatrix at Silkenswift, Breeder/Owner: Bonnie Dalzell & Kari McCloskey
CHEYENNE CH Valeska Dream Dancer SC, Sire: CH Valeska Wilder Shores of Love, Dam: CH Valeska Afterglow, Breeder/Owner: Carol Enz
CINDY Jedawn’s Princess Cinderella at Val-Thor, Sire: CH Sylvan Scotch and Soda JC, SGRC2, Dam: CH Jedawn-Jubilee Heaven’s to Betsy JC, GRC, Breeder: Dawn & Jeff Hall, & Shannon Myers, Owner: Betty de la Rosa
FOCUS FC Silkenswift Bright Focus SC, GRC, Sire: Silkenswift Midnite Talyn SC, Dam: FC Silkenswift Burning Bright SC, Breeder/Owner: Bonnie Dalzell
LADY HAWKE Valeska Rainbow Dancer SC, CCCM, Sire: CH Valeska Wilder Shores of Love, Dam: CH Valeska Afterglow, Breeder/Owner: Carol Enz
LOTUS Valnor’s Circuit de Monaco at River Run SC, Sire: DC Aragorn’s Barron GL Jedediah SC, Dam: FC Mehta’s LX at Mustang SC, Breeder: Deborah & Ormonde Butler, Owner: Karla Smith DVM
MARGARITA Silkenswift Carrot’s Margarita, Sire: Silkenswift Carrot Ironfoundersson SC, Dam: Celeritas Bellatrix at Silkenswift, Breeder/Owner: Bonnie Dalzell
MARIAH CH Valeska Wind Dancer SC, Sire: CH Valeska Wilder Shores of Love, Dam: CH Valeska Afterglow, Breeder/Owner: Carol Enz
NACHT Mielli-Mandolin Silent Night, Sire: Silkenswift Blue Kolya, Dam: Silkenswift Burning Bright SC, Breeder: Renee McCartin & Pat Hardy, Owner: Renee McCartin
TALINN Avalon Talin, Sire: Avalon Time’s Dark Traver JC, Dam: WindnSatin Ty Osen of Slezi JC, Breeder: Sandra Moore & Mary Childs, Owner: Shirri Peak & Sandra Moore
TESSA Ravenna Tesseract, Sire: Kazar Qadir, Dam: Kazar Olympia, Breeder/Owner: Caryl Dumaine
THOR Valnor’s GL Lightning Strikes SC, Sire: CH Perchotin’s Ivor JC, Dam: FC Kelcrest Feel the Heat SC, Breeder: Deb Butler & Marcella Zobel, Owner: Betty de la Rosa

ASFA BOB Y Cashel (FCH) & Melissa Pearce, P Peyton (Open) & Kristen Suhrbrock, & B Tory (Vet) & Josie Haumont

ASFA BOB P Peyton & B Tory

Official ASFA Photographer Kent Standerford

Judge Mike Ferris

Lure Operator Scott Hurlburt

Rebecca Neal photos

Marilyn Standerford & Deb Meyer

KC Thompson & Tom Golcher
**ASFA Field Champion Stake 1st**

**CASHEL - CH TEINE LORD OF THE ISLES SC**

Sire: DC Mufasa’s Knight in Armour MC, Dam: CH Teine Abracadabra SC, Breeder: Anne Midgarden, Owner: Melissa Pearce & Rebecca Peters-Campbell

---

**ASFA Field Champion Stake 2nd**

**SUGAR - FC WINDN&SATIN SUGAR HILL OF LEGEND FCH**

Sire: DC WindnSatin Ty Slezi of Zemny FCh, SGRC, Dam: FC Avalon Rumor of Angels SC, FCh, GRC, Breeder: Sandra Moore, Mary Childs, Dora McDonald, Owner: Lynn K. Wall & Mary Childs

---

**ASFA Field Champion Stake 3rd**

**CJ - FC AVALON WNS RISING SUN SC, FCH**

Sire: DC WindnSatin Ty Slezi of Zemny FCh, SGRC, Dam: FC Avalon Rumor of Angels SC, FCh, GRC, Breeder: Sandra Moore, Mary Childs, Dora McDonald, Owner: Sandra Moore

---

**ASFA Field Champion Stake NBQ**

**EARENDEL - C’LESTIAL BEAU SANCY AT STARSWIFT SC, CGC, ORC, GRG, FCH**

Sire: FC C’lestial Casino Royale SC, FCh, SGRC, JOR, Dam: DC C’lestial High Voltage SC, FCh, SGRC, SORC, Breeder: Liz Greene, Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski

---

**No photo available**

**ASFA Field Champion Stake 4th**

**SAGAN CH TEINE GALAXY RAMBLER LCM**

Sire: Silkenswift Stardust JC, Dam: DC Rassim’s Dornroeschen at Teine NACC, NACM, LCM, Breeder/Owner: Anne Midgarden

---

**ASFA FIELD CHAMPION STAKE - OTHER ENTRIES**

AVADA DC Teine Avada Kedavra FCh, CDX, Sire: DC Mufasa’s Knight in Armor LCM, Dam: CH Teine Abracadabra, Breeder Anne Midgarden, Owner: June Mintchell & Anne Midgarden

BARTLEBY FC Silkenswift Black Lightning SC, LCM, SGRC3, SORC, Sire: Silkenswift Midnite Talyn SC, Dam: FC Silkenswift Burning Bright SC, Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell, Owner: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski


DANIKA Jedawn’s Princess Aurora SC, FCh, Sire: CH Sylvan Scotch and Soda JC, SGRC2, Dam: CH Jedawn-Jubilee Heaven’s to Bets JC, GRCBreeder: Dawn & Jeff Hall, & Shannon Myers, Owner: Leslie Walenta & Charlotte Hunt

DURANGO BIF FC Zoiboyz Durango SC, FCh, Sire: Chabibi’s Korona-Kazan SC, LCM, SGRC, ORC, ROM-P, Dam: Rosehill GL Serigraph SC, FCh, JOR, Breeder: Tom Golcher, KC Thompson, & Sherita Tabner, Owner: Tom Golcher & KC Thompson

FAITH Del Sol Dance of Faith JC, FCh, Sire: DC Del Sol Lord of the Dance SC, LCM, GRC, CD, Dam: CH Del Sol Firefly JC, FCh, Breeder/Owner: Susan Van de Water

JAZZ Zoiboyz Summer Jazz SC, FCh, Sire: BIF FC Zoiboyz Nitro V Rosehill SC, FCh, FC, GRC, JOR, Dam: DC Silkenswift Lady in Red SC, FCh, Breeder: Rebecca Peters-Campbell & Melissa Pearce, Owner: Tom Golcher & KC Thompson

MAVERICK DC Aria’s Aramon at Tahoe FCh, SC, BN, RA, Sire: DC Kirov Desperado at Aria FCh, RN, LCX, SC, Dam: DC Svora’s Whirlaway SC, Breeder: Rita Rice & Richard Terry Owner: Steven & KC Artley

---

**FIELD EVENTS**
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ASFA Veteran Stake 1st
TORY - DC AVALON VICTORIA CROSS, FCH, SC
Sire: Zharkov Quest for Fire, Dam: Avalon Polychromatic, Breeder Sandra Moore & Suzanne Liggett, Owner: Sandra Moore

ASFA Veteran Stake 2nd
PY - BIF DC AVALON VICTORIAN PYRE CGC, GRC, RTD2, SC, FCH, DT, DCH, RE, TT, VLA
Sire: Zharkov Quest for Fire, Dam: Avalon Polychromatic, Breeder Sandra Moore & Suzanne Liggett, Owner: Leonore & EG Abordo

ASFA Breeder Stake Winner
ANNA MIDGARDEN
Sagan & Rain (Rainbow in the catalog)

ASFA Kennel Stake Winner
Melissa Pearce & Rebecca Peters-Campbell
Cashel & Breezy

ASFA FIELD CHAMPION STAKE - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED
RTEE Avalon Artemis FCh, Sire: FC Avalon Dark Voyager of Ryhka SC, LCM, Dam: Avalon Solarra FCh, JOR, Breeder/Owner: Sandra Moore

Cyndi Gredys & Irina Terra
High in Obedience Trial - Novice Class B - 195½
CH. AIU TÉINE FUN & GAMES, CD, JC, RN

Breeder: June Mintchell. By Ch. Téine Intrinsic, JC, UD, OA, OAJ, RN – DC Amwn Edessa, SC.
Owners: Rich and June Mintchell

Obedience Award of Merit - Open Class 'A' - NO
ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, JC, CD, RE

Breeder: Kris Woddail.
By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancerz Image at Romanoc.
Owner: Linda Beissenger

Owners: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD

Obedience Open Class 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES
AB – DC TÉINE AVADA KEDAVRA, SC, CDX, RN, HP204773/03.
3/16/06. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Mufasa’s Knight in Armour, MC – Ch. Téine Abracadabra, SC. Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden

Obedience Award of Merit - NOVICE CLASS 'B' - 185½
WILDE-STARR’S VENUS DE MILO, RN, JC

Breeder: London Wilde.
By Sunburst HMaximus Wilde – O’Bohór’s Akasha of Wildestar.
Owners: J.J. Moore, Jan Moore and Karen Greenhill

Obedience Open Class 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES
NO ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, JC, CD, RE.
HP214820/04. 4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancerz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beissenger
Award of Merit - Beginner Novice 'A' - 187½  
CH. SCHEREMETJEW PORSCHE CAYENNE, SC  
Breeder: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD. By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning  
Bolt, SC – Gladkii Veter Jitterbug, SC.

Novice Class B 4th - 185½  
WILDE-STARR’S VENUS DE MILO, RN, JC  
Breeder: London Wilde.  
By Sunburst HMaximus Wilde – O’Bobtor’s Akasha of Wildestarr.  
Owners: J.J. Moore, Jan Moore and Karen Greenhill

OBEEDIENCE NOVICE CLASS 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES

1 195½ CH. RIU TÉINE FUN & GAMES, CD, JC, RN, Breeder: June MIntchell. By Ch. Téine Intrinsic, JC, UD, OA, OAJ, RN – DC Annwn Edessa, SC. Owners: Rich and June Mintchell
2 195 CH. RIU TÉINE CATCH ME IF YOU CAN, JC. Breeder: June MIntchell. By Ch. Téine Intrinsic, UD, JC – DC Annwn Edessa. Owners: June MIntchell and Anne MIdgarden
3 190½ CH. TÉINE GALAXY RAMBLER, SC. Breeder: Anne MIdgarden.  
By Silkenswift Stardust, SC – DC Rassim’s Domroeschen at Téine, SC.  
Owner: Anne MIdgarden
181½ GCH. DC K-C WINDSHEER STAYIN’ ALIVE, RN, SC. Breeders: Kasey A. Nelson, Leah L. Throp, Lynne M. Gillespie and Pat Hardy.  
By Mandolin-Mielikki Aloha – Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC. Owners: Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Throp
NQ ROMANOC GERHARD’S GAZE OF COBURN, JC, CD, RE.  
Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier

Beginner Novice 'B' 1st - 190  
WILDE-STARR’S VENUS DE MILO, RN, JC  
Breeder: London Wilde.  
By Sunburst HMaximus Wilde – O’Bobtor’s Akasha of Wildestarr.  
Owners: J.J. Moore, Jan Moore and Karen Greenhill

Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beissenger

NQ WOLFBLITZ CHUDODEI, BN, RN. Breeders: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Wolfblitz St. Nick of Chataqua – Ch. Wolfblitz Rising Star Maheala. Owner: Janet N. Browne

NQ FC WIND ‘N SATIN SUGAR HILL OF LEGEND. Breeders: Mary Childs, Dora McDonald and Sandra Moore. By DC Wind ‘n Satin Ty Slezi of Zenny, SC – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, SC. Owners: Lynn Wall and Mary Childs

NQ DC ARIA’S ARAMON AT TAHOE, RA, SC, BN. Breeders: Rita Rice and Richard Terry By DC Kirov Desperado at Aria, RN, SC – DC Svora’s Whirlaway, SC. Owners: Steven and K. Carol Artley

NQ CH. RASSIM’S ERIC DER ROTE AT TÉINE, RN. Breeders: Marina and Volker Niellcamp. By Katz Rhythm of the Night – Rassim’s Cassandra. Owners: Teresa Burks and Anne Midgarden

NQ CH. BUCKSILVER’S ZARA’S SONG, CD, RN, JC. Breeders: Virginia and Ken Graff, Kathleen Kapaun and Michelle Luckey. By Ch. Kenai’s Endless Ring of Lite – Ch. Bucksilver Touch the Sky. Owner: Sunny Grant

OBEEDIENCE NOVICE CLASS 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED


OBEEDIENCE NOVICE CLASS 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES

NQ JEDAWN’S PRINCESS AURORA, SC. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch And Soda, JC – Ch. Jedawn-Jubilee Heavens To Betsy, JC. Owner: Leslie Walentia and Charlotte Hunt


NQ CH. SCHEREMETJEW PORSCHE CAYENNE, SC. Breeders: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD. By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning Bolt, SC – Gladkii Veter Jitterbug, SC. Owners: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD

OBEEDIENCE BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES


2 186 RAVENNA TESSERACT. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By Ch. Po Dushman Royalist – Ch. Winterwind Beyond Th Willows.
Rally Excellent ‘B’ & Advanced “B” 1st - 93
ROMANOC GERHAARD'S GAZE OF COBURN, JC, CD, RE
Breeder: Kris Woddaill.
By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fuslier Dancerz Image at Romanoc.
Owner: Linda Betisenger

Rally Advanced ‘A’ 1st - 92
WILDE-STARR’S VENUS DE MILO, AN, JC
Breeder: London Wilde.
By Sunburst HMaximus Wilde – O’Boebor’s Akasha of Wildestarr.
Owners: J.J. Moore, Jan Moore and Karen Greenhill

Rally Advanced ‘B’ 3rd - 86
GCH. DC K-C WINDSHEER STAYIN’ ALIVE, AN, SC
Breeder: Kasey A. Nelson, Leah L. Thorp, Lynne M. Gillespie and Pat Hardy.
By Mandolin-Mielikki Aloha – Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC.
Owners: Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp

Rally Novice ‘A’ 1st - 93
SEABURY’S STARRY NIGHT
Breeder: James Sillers.
By Ch. Téine Katz Night Moves – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer.
Owners: April and Kathleen Alberty

Rally Excellent ‘B’ 2nd - 84
CH. RISING STAR DIPaul TZEETrE, JC, RAE
Breeder: Nadine A. Johnson and Paul and Diane Spohn.
By Ch. Rising Star Conquistador – Ch. Octavia De Nikolaiev.
Owner: Janet N. Browne

Rally Advanced ‘B’ 2 - 88
CH. RISING STAR YASHKA, CD, RAE
Breeder: Nadine A. Johnson.
By Rising Star Kajai Priam – Ch. Rising Star Liberty Belle.
Owner: Janet N. Browne
**RALLY EXCELLENT 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES**

1 93 ROMANOC GERHARD'S GAZE OF COBURN, JC, CD, RE. HP214820/04. 4/20/06. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beissenger

2 84 CH. RISING STAR DIPAUL TZEITEL, JC, RAE. HP094549/02. 2/20/04. Breeders: Nadine A. Johnson and Paul and Diane Spohn. By Ch. Rising Star Conquistador – Ch. Octavia De Nikolaiev. Owner: Janet N. Browne

3 82 CH. RISING STAR YASHKA, CD, RAE. HP176280/05. 9/1/05. Breeder: Nadine A. Johnson. By Rising Star Kajai Priam – Ch. Rising Star Liberty Belle. Owner: Janet N. Browne

**RALLY ADVANCED 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES**

1 93 ROMANOC GERHARD'S GAZE OF COBURN, JC, CD, RE. Breeder: Kris Woddail. By Ch. Coburn’s Survivor, JC – Ch. Fusilier Dancrz Image at Romanoc. Owner: Linda Beissenger


4 86 CH. RISING STAR DIPAUL TZEITEL, JC, RAE. Breeders: Nadine A. Johnson and Paul and Diane Spohn. By Ch. Rising Star Conquistador – Ch. Octavia De Nikolaiev. Owner: Janet N. Browne

AB DC TÉINE AVADA KEDAVRA, CDX, RN. Breeder: Anne Midgarden. By DC Mufasa’s Knight in Armour, MC – Ch. Téine Abracadabra, SC. Owners: June Mintchell and Anne Midgarden

**RALLY ADVANCED 'A' - OTHER ENTRIES**


2 88 CH. RASSIM’S ERIC DER ROTE AT TÉINE, RN. Breeders: Marina and Volker Niecamp. By Katz Rhythm of the Night – Rassim’s Cassandra. Owners: Teresa Burks and Anne Midgarden


**RALLY NOVICE 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES**

1 90 TÉINE GERONIMO FROM GRYFFYN’S AERYRIE. Breeders: R. Lynn Shell-Whitlock and Victor Whitlock. By Ch. Téine Unstable Force, SC – Ch. Gryffyn’s Aeryrie Alegria, SC. Owners: Teresa Burks and Anne Midgarden

**RALLY NOVICE 'A' - OTHER ENTRIES**

1 93 SEABURY’S STARRY NIGHT. Breeder: James Sillers. By Ch. Téine Katz Night Moves – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer. Owners: April and Kathleen Alberty

**OBDIENCIe BEGINNER NOVICE 'B' - OTHER ENTRIES**

1 18½ CH. SCHEREMETJEW PORSCHE CAYENNE, SC. HP112057/01. 6/30/04. Breeders: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD. By DC Gladkii Veter Lightning Bolt, SC – Gladkii Veter Jitterbug, SC. Owners: Karen Johnson and Julia Johnson, MD

NQ JEDAWN’S PRINCESS AURORA, SC. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch And Soda, JC – Ch. Jedawn-Jubilee Heavens To Betsy, JC. Owner: Leslie Walenta and Charlotte Hunt

NQ SEABURY’S STARRY NIGHT. Breeder: James Sillers. By Ch. Téine Katz Night Moves – Ch. Seabury’s Star Gazer. Owners: April and Kathleen Alberty

**OBDIENCIe VETERAN CLASS - OTHER ENTRIES**

1 194½ TÉINE LYRICAL MAGIC OF RIU, UDX, RE, OA, OAJ, JC. Breeder: Anne Midgarden, DVM. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Meyta’s Donya. Owners: Rich and June Mintchell
Being selected to judge sweepstakes for the Borzoi Club of America was an honor and an experience I shall always remember and cherish. I want to thank every exhibitor for showing me their promising puppies and lovely veterans. I want to express my gratitude to Karen Mays for all her expertise in ring stewarding and keeping the day running smoothly and timely. Thank you to the show committee for all their hard work putting on the lovely venue. The decorations were incredible. As usual, Barbara O’Neill as show secretary did another incredible job of putting it all together. It is a big task and yet she makes it all work.

The overall quality of the entries were very nice, in some of classes I could have used a few more ribbons. I was able to find dogs to place who were similar in movement — side gait that was not extreme or exaggerated, that was smooth and effortless, driving from the rears, and fronts that reached out from the shoulders. On the down and back I like to see some convergence towards the center line. This is not always possible as puppies will be puppies and often made it difficult for me to see their true movement. I was looking for dogs whose parts all came together whether standing or the move that produce a balanced and correct dog. I found that nearly all entrants had correct bites and there were a few with missing teeth. I also found the depth of quality in the males greatly improved.

Some of my observations on areas to watch are:

Fronts and shoulder assembly — It is very hard veterans. I want to express my gratitude to Karen Mays for all her expertise in ring stewarding and keeping the day running smoothly and timely. Thank you to the show committee for all their hard work putting on the lovely venue. The decorations were incredible. As usual, Barbara O’Neill as show secretary did another incredible job of putting it all together. It is a big task and yet she makes it all work.

The overall quality of the entries were very nice, in some of classes I could have used a few more ribbons. I was able to find dogs to place who were similar in movement — side gait that was not extreme or exaggerated, that was smooth and effortless, driving from the rears, and fronts that reached out from the shoulders. On the down and back I like to see some convergence towards the center line. This is not always possible as puppies will be puppies and often made it difficult for me to see their true movement. I was looking for dogs whose parts all came together whether standing or the move that produce a balanced and correct dog. I found that nearly all entrants had correct bites and there were a few with missing teeth. I also found the depth of quality in the males greatly improved.

Some of my observations on areas to watch are:

- **Muscling**: After all this is a breed meant to run and course game. Coats can hide many things and this is one of those. Muscle tone is essential for proper athletic ability and movement.

- **My 6-9 month puppy dog class started the morning with 5 youngsters. 1st place went to Bon Ami Picture Perfect: a lovely irish marked tri boy who had nicely laid back shoulders, moved very well, and was extremely balanced and well bodied. 2nd place Jubilee Katushka Wallstreet Tycoon: another nice youngster who moved well and is nicely angulated. 3rd place Kinobi-Norjon’s Keen Ice: a nice male with lovely topline, moved well. 4th place Jubilee Oil Baron At Val-Thor: a taller male with moderate angulation, just not quite the fill in the forechest as the others. He was having a good time.

- **The 9-12 month dog class was a challenge with 18 present. Usually males at this stage are quite gangly, and this class had quality throughout. Overall this class was quite impressive. I know spectators thought I’d never place this class. Ultimately 1st place went to Horse and Hound St. Malo At Jedawn a very balanced dog, light on his feet with effortless movement. His teeth were large. Lovely head and expression as well as nice veining and a long neck. 2nd place went to Sylvan Tigrato: a more massive well boned white and brindle boy that is very close to 1st place in quality and movement. Balanced, angulated and moved well. 3rd place Horse and Hound Tip Your Hand: a nicely angulated male, lovely topline and moved soundly just a bit shorter coupled than the dogs placed above. Nice head with veining. 4th place (I later saw he is a littermate to 1st and 3rd place) went to Horse and Hound Chartes who did not always cooperate with his handler. He has proper angles, good withers and he moved nicely.

- **The 12-15 month class 1st place was awarded to Po Dusham Sylvan Scrimshaw: a lovely male with very nice shoulder layback, good depth of brisket, lovely expression and wonderful topline. He was shedding and having a bad hair day that made no difference. This boy covered the ring with nice fluid movement and was my selection for Best Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes. 2nd place Avalyn Silver Dragan: a nicely angulated and well put together borzois with strong pasterns. Moved well. Nicely boned and bodied. 3rd place Elance Black Swan: a taller puppy who move well with a bit more topline. 4th place Katz Ironman Ira: another well boned male with lovely head, nicely placed ears, and good muscling. Just not quite the side gait of the others that placed.

- **15-18 month class found 1st place LeReau Aashatoria Wildhunt Seventh Heaven. A nicely well put together youngster with correctly place shoulder assembly. Balanced and moved well. Good depth of brisket and fill. He was presented flawlessly. 2nd place Isleshaven Camano: a balanced youngster, with a strong correct topline, moved well just not quite as mature as the dog that placed 1st. 3rd place Aria Zorya Dark Shadows: a very large and tall dog who still maintained balance and elegance for his size. Moved well and enjoyed himself. 4th place Anotak Polar Icecap: nice low hocks, very balanced with shoulders set nicely and rear angulation to compliment. Nicely moving male.

Onto the girls with 2 present for the 6-9 month class. 1st place went to Jubilee Millionairess at Val-Thor. A very feminine baby with curves and cuteness. Dark pigment, nice low hock, and lovely outline. Moved very well. 2nd place Dolina Little April Showers who at first was a bit unsure but then decided to move out. A different style than the girl above her. Nice bone and presence. Lovely long tail.

- **9-12 month class. 1st place Horse and Hound Picardie At Jedawn: a lovely feminine girl that is beautifully put together. She is nicely headed with a topline that is not overly accented, proper angulation in the rear with shoulders to compliment. She moved very well. Ultimately she carried herself to Best In Sweepstakes. 2nd place went to Sylvan Pewter Gazelle: a bit gangly and changing her coat nevertheless a lovely girl with curves, proper topline, and very nice mover. 3rd place Ravenna Stolen Kisses: moved nicely, nice expression, with well angled rear. 4th place Windshear K-C Red Light Special: wearing a beautiful plush red coat. She has lovely sidegait and nice head piece.

- **12-15 month class was a very competitive class. 1st place went to Majenkir Bookstor Vintage Glamour. Lovely outline, moved with reach and drive possessing a classic look. 2nd place Avalyn Wild Hearts Can’t Be Broken: very pleasing under the hands nicely bodied bitch who did not disappoint on the move. 3rd place Blackmoor Tempo Del Sol with her light and floating movement easily found a placement. 4th place Majenkir Bookstor Timeless Glamour at Karitonova: a littermate to 1st place moved very well just not quite the shoulder assembly of those above. Continued on page 83
**BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES**

**HORSE AND HOUND PICARDIE AT JADAWN**

Owners: Glenda Wild and Dawn Hall

---

**BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX TO BEST IN PUPPY SWEEPSTAKES**

**PO DUSHAM SYLVAN SCRIMSHAW**

Breeders: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Po Dusham Casablanca, SC. 
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 1st**

**BON AMI PICTURE PERFECT**

Breeder: Kelly Patti.
By Zharkov Téine Jansen – Nickolai Olovo Kalseru.
Owners: Dale Parks and Kasey A. Nelson

---

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd**

**JUBILEE KATUSHKA WALLSTREET TYCOON**

Breeder: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law.
By Ch. Katushka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law

---

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 3rd**

**KINIOBI-NORJON’S KEEN ICE**

Breeder: Norma Reid and Rebecca Peters-Campbell.
By Ch. Téine Lord of the Isles, SC – Kinobi’s Blue Angel, CD, RE.
Owners: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Melissa Pearce

---

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - 4th**

**JUBILEE OIL BARON AT VAL-THOR**

Breeder: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law.
By Ch. Katushka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Betty de la Rosa and Cindi Gredys

---

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 6 months and under 9 - OTHER ENTRIES**

**WILLOWWIND CHARISMATIC AVALON.** Breeder: Siana Embry, Suzanne Liggett and Sandra Moore. By DC Avalon Kilimanjaro Del Sol, SC, RN – Avalon Zimina. Owner: Diana Embry

---

**Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED**

Traveler, JC – Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC. Owners: Sarah Harmon, Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp
SYLVAN HUE AND CRY. Breeder: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

---

**Puppy Sweeps**

*2011 NATIONAL SPECIALTY - PAGE 53*
Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 1st
HORSE AND HOUND ST. MALO AT JADAWN
Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Kansai’S Ride of the Valkyrie.
Owners: Glenda Wild and Dawn Hall

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 2nd
SYLVAN TIGRATO
Breeder: Christopher and Patti Neale.
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Sylvan Metallic Minx.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd
HORSE AND HOUND TIP YOUR HAND
Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Horse and Hound Ballymaloo – Horse and Hound Tipperary.
Owner: Elizabeth Bucholz

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES

HORSE AND HOUND TIP YOUR HAT. Breeder: Pamela Buffington. By Ch. Horse and Hound Ballymaloo – Horse and Hound Tipperary. Owner: Pamela Buffington


BORZOWSKI’S MAGICAL MIRAGE. Breeder: Annica Nilsson. By Rothesby Sholwood Mystic – Borzowski’s Hillary Hope. Owner: Christine Ratke


021 HORSE AND HOUND TIP OF THE ICEBERG. Breeder: Pamela Buffington. By Ch. Horse and Hound Ballymaloo – Horse and Hound Tipperary. Owner: Elizabeth Bucholz


027 ZOIBOYZ ENCORE. Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson. By Romashka’s Aramis, JC – FC Zoiboyz Tornado v. Rosehill, SC. Owners: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson


WINDSHEER K-C THINKS MY TRACTOR’S SEXY. Breeders: Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp. By Avalon Time’s Dark
Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - 1st
PO DUSHAM SYLVAN SCRIMSHAW
Breeder: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese.
By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Po Dusham Casablanca, SC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - 2nd
AVALYN SILVER DRAGAN
Breeder: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli.
By GCh. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. Owner: Barbarranne Benjamin and Lynne Bennett

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 12 months and under 15 - 3rd
ELANCE BLACK SWAN
Breeder: Cherie Hunchak.
By Ch. Wind ’n Satin Ty Slezi of Veter – Elance Mystic Cequilla. Owners: Cherie Hunchak and Anne Quinn

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15 - OTHER ENTRIES

AVALYN DRAGANHEART. Breeder: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli. By GCh. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli


OXOTA AVALON TANFORAN O STARSWIFT. Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Sandra Moore, Joan Garth and Mary Childs. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC. Owners: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski and Leonore Abordo


Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 15 months and under 18 - 1st
LEREAU AASHTORIA WILDHUNT SEVENTH HEAVEN
Breeder: R. Herrmann and A. Sorbie.

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 15 months and under 18 - 2nd
ISLEHAVEN CAMANO
Breeder Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman.
By Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC – Ch. Coburn Seabreeze at Islehaven.
Owner: Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman

Puppy Sweeps Dogs, 15 months and under 18 - 3rd
ARIA ZORAY DARK SHADOWS
Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice.
By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC.
Owners: Rita M. and Bryan C. Rice

PUPPY SWEEPS DOGS, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 - OTHER ENTRIES
RADOPT MR. BOJANGLES DANCE. Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinobi Stardance Radost, JC. Owner: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer

RADOPT DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY. Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinobi Stardance Radost, JC. Owner: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer


ANOTAK FROZEN REIGN. Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona. By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream. Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

SILKENSWIFT THE STAR QUARTERBACK. Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell. By Silkenswift Carrot Ironfoundersson, SC – Celeritas Bellatrix at Silkenswift. Owner: Kristen Suhrenbrock


Companion Parade Entrant
Charlie Brown from Pickle Hill
Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 1st
JUBILEE MILLIONAIRESS AT VAL-THOR
Breeder: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law.
By Ch. Katushka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Betty de la Rosa and Cindi Gredys

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 6 months and under 9 - 2nd
DOLINA LITTLE APRIL SHOWER
Breeder: Susan Jacobsen and Melissa McCue.

PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 - OTHER ENTRIES
A B

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED
A B
SYLVAN HOT TODDY. Breeder: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owner: Carol L. Levine

A B
AVALON BACARDI STINGER. Breeder: S. Moore. By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Howff Carbonal Charodeika. Owner: S. Moore
AVALON BAHAMA BREEZE. Breeder: S. Moore. By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Howff Carbonal Charodeika. Owners: Laurie Florio and S. Moore

A B
Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 1st
HORSE AND HOUND PICARDIE AT JADAWN
Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Kansai’s Ride of the Valkyrie.
Owners: Glenda Wild and Dawn Hall

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 2nd
SYLVAN PEWTER GAZELLE
Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale.
By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 9 months and under 12 - 3rd
RAVENNA STOLEN KISSES
Breeder: Caryl Dumaine.
By Ravenna Fourth Dimension – Kazar Serafima.
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

PUPPY SWEETS BITCHES, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 - OTHER ENTRIES
2 SYLVAN PEWTER GAZELLE. Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale.
By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
3 RAVENNA STOLEN KISSES. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine. By Ravenna Fourth Dimension – Kazar Serafima. Owner: Caryl Dumaine


Kirov Stone Creek GAILLARDA. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing.
By Ch. Windrift Kaleidescope. JC – Ch. Kirov All Aflame, JC. Owner: Krista Hunt, DVM
By Donskoi Borietz – Farforna Figura Polot. Owners: Monika and Robin Stachon
Wolfblitz Looks That Kill. Breeder: Laurie and Steve Courtney.
By Ch. Wolfblitz Crimson Seraphim – Ch. Wolfblitz 1st Fancy of Divny. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney
Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months and under 15 - 1st
MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR VINTAGE GLAMOUR

By Ch. Majenkir Navron Mambrino – Ch. Majenkir Bookstor Glamour Girl. Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months and under 15 - 2nd
AVALYN WILD HEARTS CAN'T BE BROKEN

Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli.
By GCh. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months and under 15 - 3rd
BLACKMOOR TEMPO DEL SOL

By Ch. Blackmoor Ralph Lauren – Ch. Katz Cayenne Del Sol. Owners: Terri and Dale Rickford, Karen Wilken and Christina Hart

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 12 months and under 15 - 4th
MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR TIMELESS GLAMOUR AT KARITONOVA


PUPPY SWEEPS BITCHES, 12 MONTHS AND UNDER 15 - OTHER ENTRIES

AVALON OXOTA EVANGELINE. Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Sandra Moore, Joan Garth and Mary Childs. By FC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC. Owner: Suzanne Liggett

PO DUSHAM SYLVAN RISQUE. Breeders: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Po Dusham Casablanca, SC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

AVALON OXOTA RUIDOSO. Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Sandra Moore, Joan Garth and Mary Childs. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC. Owner: Debb Meyer

WIND ’N SATIN NICOSIA. Breeders: M. Childs and Sandra Moore. By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Wind ’n Satin Ty Osen of Slezi. Owner: Mary Childs (Agent: Sandra Moore)


Auroral’s Jasmine Oronzova
Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months and under 18 - 1st
ANOTAK SNOW WONDER
Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona.
By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream.
Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months and under 18 - 2nd
VELOS SOILLOQUY OF LA VERITE
Breeders: Deborah and Richard Rogstad and Richard Mason Terry.
By Ch. Chatuqua Valimir of Kyrov, SC – GCh. Aria’s Billie Holiday.
Owners: Deborah and Richard Rogstad and Richard Mason Terry

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months and under 18 - 3rd
RADOST KINIBI DANCING WITH THE STARS
Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell.
By Ch. Kansaiz Fane – Kinobi Stardance Radost, JC.
Owners: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer and Rebecca Peters-Campbell

Puppy Sweeps Bitches, 15 months and under 18 - 4th
AURORAL’S JASMINE ORONZOVA
Breeder: Suzanne Deghi.
By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Sirius – Ch. Virshina Oronzova Sweet Sizzle.
Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele

MELOCKOFF’S MISS AIN’T BEHAVIN. Breeder: Gale D. Snoddy.
By Ch. LeiCro’s Russian Ztarstrike, JC – Rajalinjan Dessislava.
Owner: Gale D. Snoddy

SILKENSWIFT CARROTS MARGARITA. Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell.
By Silkenswift Carrot Ironfoundersson, SC – Celeritas Bellatrix at Silkenswift.
Owner: Bonnie Dalzell

MELOCKOFF’S MISS DEMEANOR. Breeder: Gale D. Snoddy.
By Ch. LeiCro’s Russian Ztarstrike, JC – Rajalinjan Dessislava.
Owner: Gale D. Snoddy

ARIZA ZORYA SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES. Breeders:
Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Ari’a The Quiet Man
– Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC. Owners: Jessica and Paul Nettles and
Rita M. Rice

MAJENKIR FLIRTATIOUS. Breeder: Karen Staudt-Cartabona.
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Majenkir My Fantastasia.
Owner: Karen Staudt-Cartabona

ANOTAK SHIMMERING ICICLE. Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona.
By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream.
Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

SILKENSWIFT BRANDYWINE AT KALABRIA. Breeder: Bonnie Dalzell.
By Silkenswift Carrot Ironfoundersson, SC – Celeritas Bellatrix at Silkenswift.
Owners: Kari McCloskey and Bonnie Dalzell
Best in Veteran Sweepstakes

**CH. JUBILEE DUNAMAI SOZO, CD, RE**


Owner: Cynthia Gredys

---

Best of Opposite Sex in Veteran Sweepstakes

**CH. AURORA’S ACROSS TIME SIRIUS**

Breeder: LaVonne Novakofski. By Ch. P.O.S.H. Echovesna’s Islaev – Ch. Sirius Reach for the Stars.

Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele
Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 8 years and under 9 - 1st
CH. ZABAVA MIMOSA, JC
Breeder: Irina Terra and Kristina Terra.
By Mariza Forever Glacial – Ch. Zabava Winter Berry, JC.
Owners: Irina Terra, Kristina Terra and John Lee

PHOTOS NOT AVAILABLE

Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 8 years and under 9 - 1st
CH. TÉINE FIRE & BRIMSTONE, JC, RN
Owner: Teresa Burks

Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 9 years and under 10 - 1st
CH. SVORA’S GALLANT FOX, JC
Breeder: Shirley McFadden. By Ch. Zimistracija Mozart Play for S’Vshin, JC –
Ch. Svora’s String of Pearls, JC. Owner: Krista Hunt, DVM

Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 9 years and under 10 - 1st
CH. BORZOWSKI’S BERNICE BARBUDA
Owner: Christine Riske

Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 7 years and under 8 - OTHER ENTRIES
CH. KATZ CLASSIC CADILLAC, JC. Breeder: Kitty G. Sawyer. By Ch.
Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Ch. Katz Mississippi Queen. Owners:
Deborah Epperson and Neil Podoba (Dog) (Agent: Richard Mason
Terry)

Veteran Sweeps Dogs, 7 years and under 8 - OTHER ENTRIES
CH. KANSA’Z REALGAR. Breeder: Karen Murray and Pamela Hall.
By Kansai’z Grande Isle, JC – Ch. Radozny Lavina at Asgard. Owner:
Karen Murray

CH. SUNBURST HUNTSMAN AT MECHTA. Breeders: Garnett
Thompson, Tommie Trikosko and Richard Terry. By Ch. Chataqua’s
Valimir of Kyrov, SC – Ch. Sunburst Amazingrace Troybhiko. Owners:
Genji Ozeki, Garnett Thompson and Marilyn and Stuart McGraw

Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 7 years and under 8 - OTHER ENTRIES
KINOBÍ STARDANCE RADOŠT, JC. Breeder: Rebecca Peters-
Campbell. By Silkenswift Black Aster, SC – Ch. Kyrov Kinobi Dancing
Star, JC. Owner: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer and Rebecca Peters-Campbell

Veteran Sweeps Bitches, 10 years and older - 1st
CH. JUBILEE’S HEAVENLY CREATION, SC
Breeder: C. and P. Gredys.
By Ch. Renaissance General Patton, CD – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante
Hallelujah. Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers

CH. RISING STAR DIPAILU TZEITEL, JC, RAE. HP094549/02.
Ch. Rising Star Conquistador – Ch. Octavia De Nikolaiev. Owner: Janet
N. Browne

CH. DEL SOL FIREFLY. Breeder: Susan Van de Water. By Ch. Del
Sol Zen of Kyrov – Ch. Del Sol Belle Sturr, SC. Owner: Susan Van de
Water

CH. KANSA’Z ELSA. Breeder: Karen Murray. By Ch. Osldow av
Fjascho, JC – Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Color on the Air. Owners: Lynda
Cattoni-Shafer and Karen Murray

VETERAN SWEEPS BITECHES, 8 YEARS AND UNDER 9
CH. KRESTOVSKAJA ANASTACIA, RA, SC. Breeder: Juana
Karppanen. By Carabida’s Bright Star – Krikorova Allamanda. Owners:
William D. and Peri Neill

CH. KATZ NIGHT N PAISLEY. Breeder: Kitty G. Sawyer. By DC
Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Wyvern Rush N Style of
Kameoz. Owner: Kitty G. Sawyer

CH. RAYNBO MAJENKIR SWAN PRINCESS. Breeders: Roni and
Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona. By Ch. Majenkir My
Castiron O’Avalyn – Ch. Raynbo’s Fairy Tale Princess, SC, CGC.
Owners: Roni and Jennifer Zucker and Karen Staudt-Cartabona

CH. KATZ WYVERN VISION O’ T’ NIGHT. Breeder: Kitty G.
Sawyer. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch. Wyvern Rush
N Style of Kameoz. Owner: Margaret Lucia

CH. MAJENKIR MY FANTASTASIA. Breeder: Karen Staudt-
Cartabona. By Ch. Majenkir My Way – Majenkir Mirabella. Owner:
Karen Staudt-Cartabona

VETERAN SWEEPS BITCECHES, 10 YEARS AND OLDER
CH. AVALON HIGHLAND MARY. Breeders: Sandra Moore, Diana
Embry and Paula Moore. By Ch. Avalon Celtic Cross – Willowwind’s
Avalon Athena. Owner: Rebecca Neal

CH. GRYYFYN’S AÆYRIE ANDURIL, JC. Breeders: R. Lynn Shell
and Victor Whitlock. By DC Téine Windmaster of Foxwood, SC – Ch.
Kristul Sweet Nikita, JC. Owner: R. Lynn Shell

CH. WIND ‘N SATIN VENUS. Breeders: Elizabeth Green and Mary
Childs. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Iceman Cometh, JC – Lothlorien Brie
Zephyr’s Reach. Owners: Lynn Wall and Mary Childs

CH. VIRSHINA LALIQUE RADOŠT. JC. By Ch. Truhavens Midas
Run – Ch. Virshina Sweet Pea, CD, JC. Owners: Lynda Cattoni-Shafer
and Kirk Gillaspey
ords cannot express my deepest gratitude to the breeders who honored me in asking me to judge this year’s Futurity. Easily, one of the most fabulous times ever for me in our breed. Thank you so very much.

Overall, I found the dogs to be of good quality, with very few exceptions. With that said, I found just a few dogs I considered to be less than adequate according to the standard, most adequate and more than a few that truly were exceptional examples of the breed.

Our old “nemesis” of lack of return to the upper arm seem to be the fault I found the most. A few dogs with no bend to the stifles and weak pasterns. I’m thrilled to say that I saw very little of a disturbing trend I felt that has been occurring in the last few years - longer bodied, flat toplines with lack of length of leg! I noticed few missing teeth and those that were missing teeth were not some of the larger ones. Ears for the most part were exceptional and I noticed no dog that I felt had low set, heavy, pendulous ears. Rarely, any gay tails. Kudos to you all!! I would have liked to have seen more light, effortless side movement but most entries were adequate. Something important for us all work on: Those small but important traits of our breed - Beautiful Roman finishes and lovely, low set hocks!

**BEST IN FUTURITY: Islehaven Camano**

This exciting young male came from the 15-18 month class. As we all know this is an age where our breed tends to hit the “teenage” geeky stage. Not so with this boy! He entered the ring every time and took command with his elegance and power. Exceptional on the move, he moved with purpose and grace. Curves in all the right places, great depth of chest, long arched neck-set well on, a saber-like plumbed tail. He filled my eyes. Well trained and exceptionally handled.

**BEST OPPOSITE SEX IN FUTURITY: Auroral’s Jasmine Oronzova**

This lovely lady also came from the 15-18 month class! A feminine yet powerful bitch whose grace on the move never failed. This girl’s outline was accented with well let down hocks, correct bend of stifle with balance front to rear and never did she disappoint. Her beautiful head and expression held her closely in my mind.

**6-9 month Dogs**

1. Nicholai Laral El Dorado - This curvy, substantial puppy boy was well balanced front to rear and moved very well for one so young. A handsome chiseled headpiece was his crowning glory, along with a long arched neck. The future should hold nothing but exciting possibilities for this baby.
2. Aruzia Moonstone Of Rivervue - Beautiful width of front with well laid back shoulders, well set on neck-more heavy headed than first place with good movement.
3. Kinobi Norjon’s Keen Ice - Less angulated and more moderate topline than first and second but used himself well. Beautiful color and expression.
4. Aruzia Bright Moon Over Tahoe - Nice bone, good width, strong neck and underjaw, more topline than his higher placing brother. Good movement but a bit loose coming at you.

**9-12 month Dogs**

1. Sylvan Tigrato - A big, powerful, substantial boy with fabulous width, strong masculine headpiece, well set on neck, lovely shoulders, moderate topline with HUGE, but correct powerful sidegait. Clean coming and going. His powerful reach and drive brought him to first place. My Best Junior Dog.
2. Windsheer K-C Thinks My Tracer’s Sexy - Beautifully balanced young male, great moving, solid performer. One to watch!
3. Horse And Hound Charte's - A solid, lovely boned male with great sidegait and good balance front to rear. This boy should have an exciting career in the ring.
4. Windsheer Da’ Ya’ Think I’m Sexy - A handsome dog showing great potential. Gorgeous headpiece with expression to die for. He enjoyed himself immensely. A tad shorter in the upper arm but used himself well.

**12-15 month Dogs**

1. Po Dushman Sylvan Scrimshaw - A tall, more elegant male with substance, this boy can move!! Clean coming and going. He demanded my attention with his total picture.
2. Katz Ironman Ira - A more moderate dog than first place. Delightful, low set hocks and a another strong masculine headpiece. Lovely, strong sidegait but slightly out moved. The future looks bright for this boy.
3. Ozoto Avalon Tanforan Starswift - Again a more moderate dog with a pleasing headpiece, correct low hocks, sound coming and going. Mild restriction in front reach but used himself well.
4. Avalyn Dragancheart - a sound substantial boy with a heavy headpiece but suited his substance. Good movement and he moved out well once his confidence improved.

**12 - 18 month Dogs**

1. Islehaven Camano - My Best In Futurity
2. Aria Zorya Dark Shadows - A tall, substantial boy with bone balanced to his size. No loss of symmetry with this young male. He moved cleanly with immense power. A fabulous job well done by his petite co-breed/owner- handler.
3. Anotak Polar Ice Cap - Good substance, pleasing head, strong sidegait, moderate topline and rear angle, beautiful coat. A study in white!
4. Anotak Frozen Reign - Slightly more refined than his litterbrother, in third place. This boy had more topline but was having too much fun. Once settling down, however-used himself well.

**18-21 month Dogs**

1. Jedawn’s On With The Show - Fabulous outline with angles front to rear. Dark pigment with lovely expression. Plenty of reach and drive. Good future for this boy.
2. Gryffynn’s Aeyrie Flanncladh - A dog

Continued on page 78
Best in Futurity / Best Senior Dog
ISLEHAVEN CAMANO
Breeder Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman. By Ch. Zabava Mercury, JC – Ch. Coburn Seabreeze at Islehaven. Owner: Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman

Best Opposite Sex in Futurity / Best Senior Bitch
AURORAL’S JASMINE ORONZOVA
Breeder: Suzanne Deghi. By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Sirius – Ch. Virshina Oronzova Sweet Sizzle. Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele
Futurity Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 1st
NICKOLAI LARAL EL DORADO
Breeder: Bonnie E. Nichols.
By Sirovna The Outlandish Knight – Nickolai Ryndar Chimera, JC.
Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols

Futurity Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 2nd
ARUZIA MOONSTONE OF RIVERVUE
Breeder: John and Lorrie Scott.
By GCh. Aruzia Priority One, JC – Ch. Borscana Coyote Latrans, JC.
Owner: Virginia E. Jones

PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE

Futurity Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 3rd
KINOBI-NORJON’S KEEN ICE
Breeder: Norma Reid and Rebecca Peters-Campbell.
By Ch. Téine Lord of the Isles, SC – Kinobi’s Blue Angel, CD, RE.
Owners: Rebecca Peters-Campbell and Melissa Pearce

Futurity Dogs, 6 months and under 9 months - 4th
ARUZIA BRIGHT MOON OVER TAHOE
Breeder: John and Lorrie Scott.
By Ch. Aruzia Priority One, JC – Ch. Borscana Coyote Latrans, JC.
Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley

FUTURITY DOGS, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES

Owners: Susan and Robert E. Grove


Owners: Susan and Robert E. Grove

ARUZIA KNIGHTLY MOON. Breeders: John and Lorrie Scott. By Ch. Aruzia Priority One, JC – Ch. Borscana Coyote Latrans, JC. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott

KINOBI-NORJON’S KIZZLE KAZZLE. Breeders: Norma Reid and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Téine Lord of the Isles, SC – Kinobi’s Blue Angel, CD, RE. Owners: Rebecca Peters-Campbell

ARUZIA RIDGESIDE CHAMPAGNE MOON AT JOYOUS GARD.
Breeders: John and Lorrie Scott. By Ch. Aruzia Priority One, JC – Ch. Borscana Coyote Latrans, JC. Owners: Joy Windle and Ron Williams

JUBILEE KATUSHKA WALLSTREET TYCOON. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law. By Ch. Katushka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law

Owners: Susan and Robert E. Grove

Owners: Susan Grove and Sandra Brown-Hiner

FUTURITY
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Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 1st

**BEST JUNIOR DOG - SYLVAN TIGERATO**

Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale.
By DC Sylvan Seabury Virago, SC – Sylvan Metallic Minx.
Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

---

Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 2nd

**WINDSHEER K-C THINKS MY TRACTOR’S SEXY**

Breeders: Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp.
By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC.
Owners: Sarah Harmon, Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp

---

Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 3rd

**HORSE AND HOUND CHARTES**

Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Kansai’z Ride of the Valkyrie.
Owner: Pamela Buffington

---

Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - 4th

**WINDSHEER K-C DA’ YA’ THINK I’M SEXY**

Breeders: Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp.
By Avalon Time’s Dark Traveler, JC – Ch. K-C’s Echo of the Wild West, SC.
Owners: Pat Hardy, Kasey A. Nelson and Leah L. Thorp

---

**FUTURITY DOGS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES**


**ZOIBOYZ ENCORE.** Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson.
By Romashka’s Aramis, JC – FC Zoiboyz Tornado v. Rosehill, SC. Owners: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson

**ZOIBOYZ EINSTEIN TECH N9NE.** Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson.
By Romashka’s Aramis, JC – FC Zoiboyz Tornado v. Rosehill, SC. Owners: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson


**ZOIBOYZ ECLIPSE OF THE HEART.** Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson.
By Romashka’s Aramis, JC – FC Zoiboyz Tornado v. Rosehill, SC. Owners: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson

---


**TIARRA’S CASINO JACK.** Breeders: Kathy and William Norelli, DVM. By Ch. Ksar’s Belisarius at Tiarra – Ch. Tiarra’s Picture Perfect. Owners: William and Kathy Norelli

**KIROV WINDRIFT WOLFBANE.** Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ch. Windrift Kaleidescope, JC – Ch. Kirov All Aflame, JC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer

**TIARRA’S BRAWHEART.** Breeders: Kathy and William Norelli, DVM. By Ch. Ksar’s Belisarius at Tiarra – Ch. Tiarra’s Picture Perfect. Owners: William and Kathy Norelli

**SYLVAN CARBON STEEL.** Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

**SYLVAN HUE AND CRY.** Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Continued on page 69
Futurity Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months - 1st
PO DUSHAM SYLVAN SCRIMSHAW
Breeder: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese.
By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Po Dusham Casablanca, SC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Futurity Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months - 2nd
KATZ IRONMAN IRA
Breeder: Kitty G. Sawyer.
By Ch. Blackmoor Ralph Lauren – Ch. Katz Night N Paisley.
Owners: Kitty and Jimmy Sawyer

Futurity Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months - 3rd
OXOTA AVALON TANFORAN O STARSWIFT
Breeder: Leonore Abordo, Sandra Moore, Joan Garth and Mary Childs.
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC.
Owners: Jamie Lynn Bobrowski and Leonore Abordo

Futurity Dogs, 12 months and under 15 months - 4th
AVALYN DRAGANHEART
Breeder: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli.
By GCh. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve.
 Owners: Barbaranne Benjamin and Lynne Bennett

OTHER ENTRIES

KATZ LUCK O’ THE IRISH AT DOMIKO. Breeder: Kitty G. Sawyer.
By Ch. Blackmoor Ralph Lauren – Ch. Katz Night N Paisley. Owner: Doug Koger

KATZ BLACKMOOR ICON AT KONZA. Breeder: Kitty G. Sawyer.
By Ch. Blackmoor Ralph Lauren – Ch. Katz Night N Paisley. Owners: Kay Cassella, Karen Wilkin and Christina Hart

AVALYN SILVER DRAGAN. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli. By GCh. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. Owner: Barbaranne Benjamin and Lynne Bennett

AVALYN QUICKSILVER AT SILVIO. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli. By GCh. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. Owners: Barbara Danieli and Lynne Bennett

AVALYN NORDIC NICK. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Barbara Danieli. By GCh. Avalyn’s Dragan Prince – Ch. Avalyn’s All About Eve. Owner: Cynthia Ernst

KATZ IMAGE OF A GOD AT RADHARC. Breeder: Kitty G. Sawyer.
By Ch. Blackmoor Ralph Lauren – Ch. Katz Night N Paisley. Owner: Dena Wilson


PO DUSHAM PATATA COLTIVATA. Breeders: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Po Dusham Casablanca, SC. Owners: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese

PO DUSHAM HERE’S LOOKING AT YOU. Breeders: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Po Dusham Casablanca, SC. Owner: Colleen Henling
Futurity Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months - 1st
ISLEHAVEN CAMANO
Breeder Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman.
By Ch. Zahava Mercury, JC – Ch. Coburn Seabreeze at Islehaven.
Owner: Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman

Futurity Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months - 2nd
ARIA ZORYA DARK SHADOWS
Breeder: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice.
By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC.
Owners: Rita M. and Bryan C. Rice

Futurity Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months - 3rd
ANOTAK POLAR ICECAP
Breeder: Joyce and Roger Katona.
By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream.
Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

Futurity Dogs, 15 months and under 18 months - 4th
ANOTAK FROZEN REIGN
Breeder: Joyce and Roger Katona.
By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream.
Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

FUTURITY DOGS, 15 MONTHS AND UNDER 18 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES
RADOEST MR. BOJANGLES DANCE. Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinobi Stardance Radost, JC. Owner: Lynda Cattoni


ARIA ZORYA OCTober COUNTRY. Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC. Owners: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice

ORONZOVA OPIUM. Breeder: Suzanne Deghi. By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Sirius – Ch. Virshina Oronzova Sweet Sizzle, JC. Owners: Craig and Jane Rohrbough

RADOEST DANCING ON THE MOON. Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinobi Stardance Radost, JC. Owner: Albert Ulrich

REVEALSTONE GRAYSON O’RADOEST. Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey, Karen Murray and Janice McMinn. By Ch. Aashoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Kansai’z Elsa. Owners: Janice McMinn and Jean Patten

Islehaven Camano
Futurity Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months - 1st

JEDAWN’S ON WITH THE SHOW

Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC. Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers

Futurity Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months - 2nd

GRYFFYN’S AERIE FLANNELADHD, JC

By Ch. Teine Unstable Force, SC – Ch. Gryffyn’s Aerie Alegria, SC. Owners: R. Lynn Shell-Whitlock and Victor Whitlock

Futurity Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months - 3rd

ATTAWAY-KINOBI FOGARTY CREEK

Breeders: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Christine Meyers and Melissa Pearce.
By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC. Owner: Melissa Pearce

Futurity Dogs, 18 months and under 21 months - Other Entries

RAVENNA JACK SPARROW AT AVALYN. Breeder: Caryl Dumaine.
By Avalyn’s Regal Presence – Ch. Ravnena Wild at Heart, JC. Owner: Cynthia Ernst

JEDAWN’S SHOWBIZ OV DOWN UNDER. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC. Owners: Dawn Hall and Karen Nott

JEDAWN’S SHOW AND TELL. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC. Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers

ATTAWAY-KINOBI FALCON COVE. Breeders: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Christine Meyers and Melissa Pearce. By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC. Owners: Kathy Bulicz

Futurity Dogs, 9 months and under 12 months - Other Entries


MASKOVA’S CASPIAN SEA. Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Frances M. Wright. By Ch. Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – Ch. Bibikov’s Jackie Blue. Owners: Elisabeth and James Szymanski

BIBIKOV’S RUSH TO JUDGEMENT MASKOVA. Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Frances M. Wright. By Ch. Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – Ch. Bibikov’s Jackie Blue. Owner: Frances M. Wright

WOLFBZLT KICKSTART MY HEART. Breeder: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Ch. Wolfblitz Crimson Seraphim – Ch. Wolfblitz 1st Fancy of Divny. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney
Futurity Dogs, 21 months and under 24 months - 1st
NICKOLAI MAVIAM DARK TRIUMPH
Breeder: Bonnie E. Nichols and Sandra Hilbert.
By Ch Teine Fire & Brimstone, RN, JC – Ch. Nickolai Pavlip Kahlua, CD.
Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols

Futurity Dogs, 21 months and under 24 months - 2nd
AVALYN SABRE DANCE AT ODYN
Breeder: Lynne Bennett and Nancy Katsarelas.
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn Nakai Kishka.
Owners: Nancy and Dino Speziale

Futurity Dogs, 21 months and under 24 months - 3rd
WINDRIFT TAHOE COOL LUKE
Breeder: Jon and Nancy Reimer and Steven and K.C. Artley.
By DC Tahoe’s High Bidder, SC – DC Kirov Windrift Fire & Rain, SC.
Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley

FUTURITY DOGS, 21 MONTHS AND UNDER 24 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES

AVALYN WARLORD AT FROSTFIRE. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Nancy Katsarelas.
By Ch. Majenkir Regal By Design – Ch. Avalyn Nakai Kishka.
Owner: Dr. Gary and Michelene Nash

KSAR RAYNBO’S FAIR PLAY. Breeders: Susan Pennington, Johnnie Roe, Roni and Jennifer Zucker.
By Ch. Tiarra Rembrandt – Ch. Ksar Majenkir My Fair Lady.
Owners: Susan Pennington, Johnnie Roe, Roni and Jennifer Zucker

JUBILEE GLACIER TIN MAN. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Lisa Durand.
By Ch. Jubilee Tad Bit O’Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Cindi and Amelia Gredys

CH. JUBILEE GLACIER OZLANDIA. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Lisa Durand.
By Ch. Jubilee Tad Bit O’Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Cindi and Amelia Gredys

LAUREATE ADRIENNE EXECUTIVE DECISION AT MYSTIQUE.
Breeder: Monica E. Barry and Janis A. Leikam.
By Ch. Blackmoor Dust in the Wind – Ch. Laureate Adr’n Learning to Fly.
Owners: Ameera Finkelstein & Raphael Finkelstein

077 LAUREATE ADRIENNE EYE CANDY AT OZ.
Breeder: Monica E. Barry and Janis A. Leikam.
By Ch. Blackmoor Dust in the Wind – Ch. Laureate Adr’n Learning to Fly.
Owners: Janice and Richard Butkowsky

JUBILEE GLACIER HORSE OF A DIFFERENT COLOR.
Breeder: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Lisa Durand.
By Ch. Jubilee Tad Bit O’Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE.
Owners: Ruth and Len Renkenberg

WINDRIFT TAHOE CHANCES ARE.
Breeder: Jon and Nancy Reimer and Steven and K.C. Artley.
By DC Tahoe’s High Bidder, SC – DC Kirov Windrift Fire & Rain, SC.
Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer

CHRYSALIS COPPER BEECHES AT VASCHKA.
Breeder: Pamela Jo Leichtman and Janis McFerrin.
By Ch Manitias Brilliant in Black – Ch. Chrysalis Winter Gold.
Owners: Suzan and Kenneth Tintorri and Pamela Jo Leichtman
Futurity Bitches, 6 months and under 9 months - 1st
NICKOLAI LARAL CORINA
Breeder: Bonnie E. Nichols.
By Sirovna The Outlandish Knight – Nickolai Ryndar Chimera, JC.
Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols

FUTURITY BITCHES, 6 MONTHS AND UNDER 9 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES


AB ARUZIA CONUNDRUM OVER THE MOON. Breeders: John and Lorrie Scott. By Ch. Aruzia Priority One, JC – Ch. Borscana Coyote Latrans, JC. Owners: John and Lorrie Scott


AB ARUZIA JOYOUS MOONDANCE. Breeders: John and Lorrie Scott. By Ch. Aruzia Priority One, JC – Ch. Borscana Coyote Latrans, JC. Owners: Joy Windle and Lorrie Scott

AB JUBILEE KATUSHKA RAGS TO RICHES. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Joyce Law. By Ch. Katushka-Jubilee Movado – Ch. Jubilee’s Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Lana Petersen and Cindi Gredys

AB KINOBI-NORJON’S SHOT ROCK. Breeders: Norma Reid and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Téine Lord of the Isles, SC – Kinob’s Blue Angel, CD, RE. Owners: Scott Miller and Rebecca Peters-Campbell
Futurity Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 1st

**HORSE AND HOUND PAIMPONT**

Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Kansai’z Ride of the Valkyrie.
Owner: Pamela Buffington

Futurity Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 2nd

**HORSE AND HOUND PICARDIE AT JADAUN**

Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Kansai’s Ride of the Valkyrie.
Owners: Glenda Wild and Dawn Hall

Futurity Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 3rd

**SYLVAN PEWTER GAZELLE**

Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale.
By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Futurity Bitches, 9 months and under 12 months - 4th

**HORSE AND HOUND BRETAGNE AT SCHEREMETJEW**

Breeder: Pamela Buffington.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Kansai’s Ride of the Valkyrie.
Owner: Pamela Buffington

---

**FUTURITY BITCHES, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES**


**SYLVAN HOT TODDY.** Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Carol L. Levine

**ZOIBOYZ ENCHANTED ISLE.** Breeders: Tom Golcher and KC Thompson. By Romashka’s Aramis, JC – FC Zoiboyz Tornado v. Rosehill, SC. Owners: Melissa Pearce and Rebecca Peters-Campbell

**KIROV STONE CREEK GAILLARDIA.** Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ch. Windrift Kaleidescope. JC – Ch. Kirov All Aflame, JC. Owner: Krista Hunt, DVM


**WOLFBLEIZ LOOKS THAT KILL.** Breeder: Laurie and Steve Courtney. By Ch. Wolfbleiz Crimson Seraphim – Ch. Wolfbleiz 1st Fancy of Divny. Owners: Laurie and Steve Courtney

---

**AB**

**TIARRA’S PRETTY WOMAN.** Breeders: Kathy and William Norelli, DVM. By Ch. Ksar’s Belisarius at Tiarra – Ch. Tiarra’s Picture Perfect. Owners: William and Kathy Norelli

**AB**

**KIROV ROSEHILL CALLIANDRA.** Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ch. Windrift Kaleidescope. JC – Ch. Kirov All Aflame, JC. Owner: Sherita Tubner

**AB**


**AB**


**AB**

**KIROV PULSATILLA.** Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ch. Windrift Kaleidescope. JC – Ch. Kirov All Aflame, JC. Owner: Barbara E. Ewing

**AB**

**SYLVAN SILVER SPRINGBOK.** Breeders: Christopher and Patti Neale. By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikail of Abidjan – Ch. Sylvan Vitrina Finian’s Rainbow, JC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale
Futurity Bitches, 12 months and under 15 months - 1st
BEST JUNIOR BITCH - PO DUSHAM SYLVAN RISQUE
Breeders: Lou Avant, DVM and Alice M. Reese.
By Ch. Steppelands Final Mikhail of Abidjan – Ch. Po Dusham Casablanca, SC. Owners: Christopher and Patti Neale

Futurity Bitches, 12 months and under 15 months - 2nd
MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR TIMELESS GLAMOUR AT KARITONova

Futurity Bitches, 12 months and under 15 months - 3rd
AVALON OXOTA RUÍDOSO
Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Sandra Moore, Joan Garth and Mary Childs.
By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE - FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC. Owners: Suzanne Liggett

Futurity Bitches, 12 months and under 15 months - 4th
MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR PORTRAIT OF A LADY.

Futurity Bitches, 12 months and under 15 months - OTHER ENTRIES
AVALON OXOTA EVANGELINE. Breeders: Leonore Abordo, Sandra Moore, Joan Garth and Mary Childs. By DC Avalon Victorian Pyre, SC, RE – FC Avalon Rumor of Angels, MC. Owner: Suzanne Liggett

FUTURITY BICHTS, 9 MONTHS AND UNDER 12 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES CONTINUED
KASHARRA OF BIBIKOV MASKOVA. Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Frances M. Wright. By Ch. Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – Ch. Bibikov’s Jackie Blue. Owner: Frances M. Wright

MAKOVA’S GLITTER IN THE AIR. Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Fran Wright. By Ch. Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – Ch. Bibikov’s Jackie Blue. Owners: Elisabeth and James Szymanski


BIBIKOV’S PEYLA OF MASKOVA. Breeders: Elisabeth and James Szymanski and Frances M. Wright. By Ch. Veronda’s Maximus of Majenkir – Ch. Bibikov’s Jackie Blue. Owner: Frances M. Wright

PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE
Futurity Bitches, 15 months and under 18 months - 1st
AURORAL’S JASMINE ORONZOVA
Breeder: Suzanne Deghi.
By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Siririus – Ch. Virshina Oronzova Sweet Sizzle. Owners: Jon and Jennifer Steele

Futurity Bitches, 15 months and under 18 months - 2nd
RADOST KINIBI DANCING WITH THE STARS
Breeder: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell.
By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinibi Stardance Radost, JC. Owners: Lynda Cattoni and Rebecca Peters-Campbell

Futurity Bitches, 15 months and under 18 months - 3rd
RADOST LA VIDA DULCE
Breeder: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey, Karen Murray and Janice McMinn.
By Ch. Aashtoria Wildhunt Hidden Agenda – Ch. Kansai’z Elsa. Owners: Lynda Cattoni and Karen Murray

Futurity Bitches, 15 months and under 18 months - 4th
ANOTAK SNOW WONDER
Breeder: Joyce and Roger Katona.
By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream. Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona

Futurity Bitches, 15 months and under 18 months - OTHER ENTRIES
ARIO ZORYA HAUNTER OF THE DARK. Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC. Owners: Myrrh and Felicity Harvey and Jessica Nettles
ARIO ZORYA WHAT THE MOON BRINGS. Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC. Owners: Paul and Jessica Nettles
ORONZOVA SWEET DESIRE. Breeder: Suzanne Deghi. By Ch. Auroral’s Across Time Siririus – Ch. Virshina Oronzova Sweet Sizzle. Owners: Maureen and Gary Daum and Suzanne Deghi
ANOTAK SHIMMERING ICICLE. Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona. By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream. Owners: Joyce and Roger Katona


AR ARIA ZORYA THE TELLTALE HEART. Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC. Owners: Rita Rice, Jessica Nettles and Bryan Rice
AR ARIA ZORYA SLEEPY HOLLOW. Breeders: Paul and Jessica Nettles and Rita Rice. By Ch. Aria’s The Quiet Man – Ch. Aria’s Svora Cascabel, JC. Owners: Rita Rice and Jessica Nettles
AR RADOST DANCING STARDLIGHT. Breeders: Lynda Cattoni-Gillaspey and Rebecca Peters-Campbell. By Ch. Kansai’z Fane – Kinibi Stardance Radost, JC. Owners: Albert Ulrich
AR ANOTAK LAKE EFFECT SNOW. Breeders: Joyce and Roger Katona. By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Anotak Essence of a Dream. Owner: Susan Gordon
Futurity Bitches, 18 months and under 21 months - 1st
RAVENNA PIA PETUNIA
Breeder: Caryl Dumaine.
By Avalyn’s Regal Presence – Ch. Ravenna Wild at Heart, JC.
Owner: Caryl Dumaine

Futurity Bitches, 18 months and under 21 months - 2nd
GRAYFYNS A EYRIE BOUDICCA
By Ch. Teine Unstable Force, SC – Ch. Gryffyn’s Aeyrie Alegria, SC.
Owners: R. Lynn Shell-Whitlock and Victor Whitlock

Futurity Bitches, 18 months and under 21 months - 3rd
JEDAWN’S SHOW GIRL
Breeder: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC.
Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers

Futurity Bitches, 18 months and under 21 months - 4th
JEDAWN’S SHOW THEM NO MERCY
Breeder: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers.
By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC.
Owner: Leslie Walenta

FUTURITY BITCHES, 18 MONTHS AND UNDER 21 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES
A8 JEDAWN’S SHOW STOPPER. Breeders: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers. By Ch. Sylvan Scotch and Soda, JC – Ch. Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC. Owners: Dawn and Jeff Hall and Shannon Myers
A8 ATTAWAY-KINOBi RUNNING TO PARADISE. Breeders: Rebecca Peters-Campbell, Christine Meyers and Melissa Pearce. By Ch. Rajalinjan Halis, SC – Ch. Kinobi Starlet, JC. Owner: Rebecca Peters-Campbell

Cricket Murray, Doug Koger, Suzanne Liggett & Joyce Katona
Futurity Bitches, 21 months and under 24 months - 1st
ZABAVA OSTROV CASABLANCA
Breeder: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra.
By Ch. Zabava Bering Strait – Ch. Zabava Monoceros.
Owners: Irina and Kristina Terra

Futurity Bitches, 21 months and under 24 months - 2nd
NICKOLAI MAVIAM DARK LEGACY
Breeder: Bonnie E. Nichols and Sandra Hilbert.
By Ch. Téine Fire & Brimstone, RN, JC – Ch. Nickolai Pavlip Kahlua, CD.
Owner: Bonnie E. Nichols

Futurity Bitches, 21 months and under 24 months - 3rd
CHRYSLIS ENDLESS NIGHT
Breeder: Pamela Jo Leichtnam and Janis McMerrin.
By Ch. Manitias Brilliant in Black – Ch. Chrysalis Winter Gold.
Owner: Pamela Jo Leichtnam

Futurity Bitches, 21 months and under 24 months - 4th
OSTROV ZABAVA CONTESSA AT ISLEHAVEN
Breeder: Patricia Wiseman, Irina and Kristina Terra.
By Ch. Zabava Bering Strait – Ch. Zabava Monoceros.
Owners: Phyllis M. Potter and Patricia Wiseman

FUTURITY BITCHES, 21 MONTHS AND UNDER 24 MONTHS - OTHER ENTRIES

WINDRIFT TAHOE CATCH A STAR. Breeder: Jon and Nancy Reimer and Steven and K.C. Artley. By DC Tahoe’s High Bidder, SC – DC Kirov Windrift Fire & Rain, SC. Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley


JUBILEE GLACIER NO PLACE LIKE HOME. Breeders: Cindi and Amelia Gredys and Lisa Durand. By Jubilee Tad Bit O’Brindle Mist – Ch. Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE. Owners: Lisa Durand and Cindi Gredys


WINDRIFT TAHOE COMIC RELIEF. Breeder: Jon and Nancy Reimer and Steven and K.C. Artley. By DC Tahoe’s High Bidder, SC – DC Kirov Windrift Fire & Rain, SC. Owners: Jon and Nancy Reimer

WINDRIFT TAHOE CASSANDRA. Breeder: Jon and Nancy Reimer and Steven and K.C. Artley. By DC Tahoe’s High Bidder, SC – DC Kirov Windrift Fire & Rain, SC. Owners: Steven and K.C. Artley


**Futurity Stud Dog Class - 1st**

DC AVALON VICTORIAN PYRE, SC, RE

Breeder: Sandra Moore and Suzanne Liggett.
By Zharkov Quest for Fire – Avalon Polychromatic.
Owners: Leonore and EG Abordo

**Futurity Brood Bitch Class - 1st**

CH. MAJENKIR BOOKSTOR GLAMOUR GIRL

By Ch. Majenkir Nearctic – Ch. Majenkir Whimsical Escapade.
Owners: Karen Staudt-Cartabona and Karen Spey

**Futurity Stud Dog Class - Other Entries**

AR CH. AVALYN’S DRAGAN PRINCE. Breeder: Lynne and Mike Bennett. By Ch. Avalyn Metallic Dragan – Ch. Majenkir Andrushka of Avalyn. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas


**Futurity Brood Bitch Class - Other Entries**


AR CH. JUBILEE DUNAMAI SOZO, CD, RE. Breeder: Cynthia and Paul Gredys. By Ch. Wind ‘n Satin Komazuar – Ch. Kyrov’s Jubilante Hallelujah, CGC. Owners: Cynthia Gredys


AR CH. KIROV ALL AFLAME, JC. Breeder: Barbara E. Ewing. By Ah. Avanturin – DC Kirov Monoceros, RN, SC. Owner: Barbara E. Ewing


AR CH. AVALYN NAKAI KISHKA. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas. By Ch. Majenkir Talisman – Ch. Majenkir Avalyn Kitana, JC. Owners: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas

AR CH. AVALYN’S ALL ABOUT EVE. Breeders: Lynne Bennett and Nancy G. Katsarelas. By Ch. Zimistraija Mozart Play for SV’shin, JC. – Ch. Majenkir Avalyn Kitana, JC. Owners: Lynne and Mike Bennett
FUTURITY CRITIQUE CONTINUED FROM PAGE 63

with more bone than first place and a more moderate topline. Great length of tail, with proper set, lovely bend of stifle, he was only slightly out moved.

3. Attaway - Kinobi Fogerty Creek -Pleasing but heavier headed with kind expression than the higher placing dogs, great bone and substance. Moved out well but would prefer more topline.

21-24 month Dogs

1. Nickolai Maviam Dark Triumph - Oodles of curves with this young male. Those curves flowed onto the next. A bit tentative starting out moving but he quickly strutted his stuff and earned his way to the top spot with his total package.

2. Avalyn Sabre Dance At Odyn - Strong rear drive with striking rear angulation. A bit more upright through the shoulder but good reach. A heavier head than I prefer but this boy holds much promise.

3. Windrift Tahoe Cool Luke - Of beautiful style with a masculine but elegant headpiece. This boy exhibited good power but a bit loose coming at me.

6-9 month Bitches

1. Nickolai Laral Corina - A lovely irish marked red lass with plenty of bone, balanced front to rear with a moderate topline. Great sidegait when she put her mind on the task at hand. A promising young girl.

9-12 month Bitches

1. Horse and Hound Paimpont - A nicely balanced baby girl front to rear whose down and back was smooth as silk. Fabulous front and rear extension which should go hand in hand with correct side movement. This feminine girl also exhibited a lovely headpiece with soft expression. This girl was ready to go and it showed!

2. Horse and Hound Picardie At Jedawn - Just as lovely as her first place littersister. Her reach and drive made her stand out and the minute difference in front reach made the placements. It could well have gone her way on another day.

3. Sylvan Sterling Gazelle - A very striking spotted silver girl with fabulous side movement. Clean on the down and back with power galore. This girl gave the higher placing girls a run for their money. On another day and with more self confidence she could easily have taken the class. I was pleased to see she was more comfortable in the ring with each day’s judging.

4. Horse and Hound Bretagne At Scheremetjew - A delightful young girl who was enjoying herself immensely. Very much like her sisters 1 & 2 but more refined. She moved like a dream! Very consistent litter!

12-15 month Bitches

1.Po Dusham Sylvan Risque - A young lady who is a tall bitch with good bone. No symmetry lost here! This girl was the powerhouse in the class around the ring. Effortless, powerful sidegait with a clean down and back. She never let down and gave her handler and myself everything we hoped for!

2. Majenkir Bookstor Timeless Glamour - Aptly named. This young lady WOWed me with her BLACK, BLACK pigment, dark eyes and expression. One could drown in her eyes. Her outstanding shoulders, width of front and good movement, she easily took the number two spot.

3. Avalon Oxata Ruidoso - This girl showed an exceptional headpiece with elegance-beauty with refinement. More slightly built than other placements, she never the less proved a more refined bitch is no less a powerful mover.

4. Majenkir Bookstor Vintage Glamour - Like her sister in the #2 spot this lady had width of front, lovely shoulder placement, rear angles and while more curvy than her sister, not quite as much front reach on the day.

15-18 month Bitches

1. Auroral’s Jasmine Oronzova - Best Opposite Sex In Futurity

2. Radost Kinobi Dancing Starlight - This dark lady had good length of neck, well set on. Light, smooth, easy movement with beautiful reach and extension. A delight to watch!

3. Radost La Vida Dulce - The most substantial girl in her class - this girl excelled with her lovely dark eyes, black pigment, high set, tight ears, powerful neck, width of front, along with an easy way of going.

4. Anotak Snow Wonder - A very balanced mover with good width of front, lovely shoulders, good forechest with a easy way of moving.

18-21 months Bitches

1. Ravena Pia Petunia - This outstanding girl took the class for her overall balance front to rear. Exceptional shoulders. Feminine with substance. Floating sidegait and who gave my eventual Best Op in Futurity a run for the money! Exquisite bitch!!

2. Gryfyn’s Aeryrie Boudicca - No question about it, this little lady was right up there on overall balance and sidegait. I would have preferred a bit more topline. I see a bright future for this girl.

3. Jedawn’s Show Girl - Lovely outline. Good sidegait. More up on leg that the higher placed bitches in the class but never disappointing. Moved a bit close in the rear.

4. Jedawn’s Show Them No Mercy - While more moderate in topline than her sister #3, this girl had her front well placed underneath her and a bit less spring of rib but good movement.

21-24 months Bitches

1. Zahava Ostrov Casablanca - All the right curves in all the right places. With soundness and elegance placed this exciting girl in the top spot. While slightly longer through the loin than her competitors, she was not to be denied with her power and grace!

2. Nickolai Maviam Dark Legacy - This is one curvy, well put together bitch! While shorter coupled than #1, she left no doubt she was hot on her heels for the top spot in the class.

3. Crysalsis Endless Night - This lovely lady exhibited classic English style with a beautiful chiseled headpiece, lovely high set, rosed ears, well arched neck flowing into her shoulders. Slightly less drive than 1 & 2 but plenty of reach.

4. Ostrov Zahava Contessa At Islehavn - A young lady with shorter length of leg and a more moderate topline- she nonetheless used what she had well. Good width of front, forechest, substance and well let down hocks. On another day you might well have seen some placements change.

Our thanks to Rebecca Neal for all the candid photos included in these pages!
**Top Conformation Borzoi**

CH. AASHTORIA WILDHUNT HIDDEN AGENDA

Owners: Robin & Charles Riel

---

**Breeders of the Top Borzoi**

ROBIN K. RIEL & G. ARIEL DUNCAN

---

**Top Best Opposite Sex Borzoi**

CH REFLECTIONS I’M THE LUCKY ONE

Owner: Rhanda Glenn

---

**Top Obedience Borzoi**

CH RIJU TÉÎNE FUN & GAMES JC, CD, RN

Owner: Rich & June Mintchell
**Top AKC Lure Courser**

FC C’LESTIAL WILD & WONDERFUL OF RYHKA SC
Owner: Diana Darling

**Top ASFA Lure Courser**

DEL SOL PHOEBE, LCM2
Owners: Susan Van De Water

**Top Open Field Courser**

VALESKA SPLENDOUR IN THE GRASS
Owner: Rey and Yvonne McGehee

**Top LGRA Lure Courser**

MIELIKI-WINDHAVEN’S PETTY GOSSIP, JC, RN, CGC, SGRCV
Owner: Renee McCartin
15-18 month was the most diversified class in style. 1st place Anotak Snow Wonder: just did not really want to show this day. Lovely bitch with chiseled head, nice structure, full body without being doggy, moved very soundly. 2nd place Velos Soliloquy of La Verité: a different style than 1st place and equally as sound. Carried herself well. 3rd place Radost Kinobi Dancing With The Stars curvy girl with dark feminine expression. 4th place Auroral’s Jasmine Oronzova moved well, carries nice bone and body, complemented with a long lovely tail. Shown and well presented.

When it came time to choose Best In Sweepstakes and Best Opposite I looked at the line up and thought gee I can only pick two. Final decisions were made on overall balance, breed type and some splitting of hairs. My Best In Sweepstakes Horse and Hound Picardie At Jedawn just put it all together never putting a foot down wrong and having all the qualities I look for. Best Opposite in Sweepstakes Po Dusham Sylvan Scrimshaw a handsome young male with the same qualities who was just outstanding by the girl on this day.

Judging the veterans was a joy and also a struggle. Many of these dogs I have admired through the years and it was hard to believe that enough time had passed that these beautiful borzoi were now veterans. More than once I fought back tears. Several of the bitch classes the decision for the winner was very difficult.

Vet dog 7-8 CH Auroral’s Across Time Sirius still had substance, tremendous coat, and lovely breed type. Awarded Best Opposite Sex in Veteran Sweepstakes.

Vet dog 8-9 CH Téine Fire & Brimstone, JC, RN went around the ring with ease and was not showing his age.

Vet dog 9-10 CH Svora’s Gallant Fox, JC a single entry and showing his age a bit, the sheer delight of watching this gentleman strut his stuff brought a smile to my face and the audience too.

Vet Bitch 7-8 CH Jubilee Dunamai Sozo, CD, RE won this very competitive class on femininity, substance, and condition. She moved out very well. She also was having the time of her life and all around could tell. She made it easy to fall in love with her. She went on to take Best In Veteran Sweepstakes. I later found out she had puppies in the 6-9 month class at this show.

Vet Bitch 8-9 CH Zabava Mimosa, JC was awarded this very large competitive class. I have watched several of the ladies entered in this class for most of their lives. They showed today with the floating reach and drive that has carried them to many spectacular wins without signs of age. Many of these ladies could still hold their own in a specials ring. I commend their owners. CH Zabava Mimosa, JC was given the nod on her classic beauty and wonderful condition.

Vet Bitch 9-10 CH Borzowski’s Bernice Barbuda another beauty with substance, class and condition. She was solid.

Vet Bitch 10 and Over CH Jubilee’s Heavenly Creation, SC came into the ring and showed us all that she still had what it takes. She carried herself effortlessly around the ring. She made choosing BISweeps a very difficult decision. This class had four ladies present and each was condition that made it hard to believe they all were over 10 years. This is what we all should be striving for - veterans in wonderful condition still able to do what the purpose and intent of our breed is all about. Kudos to each of you who are the owners of these grand dams. §